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lOOT:
Transit study approach wrong
:::.=:uahue
A mass transit system for
Carbondale may be farther in
the distance than the project
committee thought.
At a meeting to set the scope
of a feasibility study, IlliroIS

~~:1~~~~

Committee acted too early and
missed the point of a feasIbility
study.
The committee, Carbondale
city officials, th~ vice
president of campus affairs
and Chamber of Commerce
representatives intended to
prepare a report of all

questions concerning the
proposec! transit srstem
Tuesday in a meeting m Anthony Hall, but they
discovered they bad taken the
wrong approach.
In replf to the committee's
detailed list of feasibility study
topics, J,im De Laurentia, a
representative from IDOT's
Division of Public Transportation, said the committee
should be more geoeric, and it
was up to the pruspect:ve
consultant fltlDS to compile the
scope
If the oo:nmittee is satiafied
with the in~.mnation gathered
by a consultant firm, De

Laurentia i>8id..
then the
firm could be h\ret. to complete the study by ilsting all the
options of the plan and
cboo6ing those which are most
beneficial
De Laurentia said IDOT
chooses comultant finns by
seeking the most qualified and
by negotiating the price of
tbeirservice.
Undergraduate
Student
Government President &ill
Hall said he was disappointed
with the meetings conclusion
because he thought the
committee would finally come
out with an actual document.
Hall said the committee

"discovered the system is
more comprehensive lind
better saited for the community as a whole as a result
of the meeting."
When the subject of funding

coocern that students would
lose control of the system
despite the fact that they
would provide the bulk. of th.:
funding.

~~J;=~~!:

Gus Bode

assist fmancially because the
process takes about a year.
The study will be funded
primarily by the University
and the city of Carbondale.
ClareDce Dou@erty, vice
president for :ampus services,
said he was disappointed with
lOOT's refusal to participate
in funding the study.
Dougherty also stated the

By SeoH Perry
and Kimberly Clarke
and UPI
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RANGOON, Burma <UPI) Burma's new military ruler
Saw Maung unveiled a
government dominated by
armed forces officers Tuesday
as soldiers ba~ demonstrators reportedly killed more
than 400 people in three days of
violence. •
Buddhist monks used the
official radio station to
. broadcast an appeal for peace,
while opposition leaders accused the military of' oring
the "just demands" ~ the
people for an end to
authoritarian rule and called
for talks with Saw Maung to
end the bloodshed.
State-run Rangoon Radio
reported dozens of clashes
between security forces and
demonstrators, some of them
armed, in which 63 people
were killed, and said troops
raided and "cleared out" antigovernment centers in 91 cities
and towns nationwide. The
radio said casualties from
some batUes were not known.
But a Western diplomat wbo
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Bunna
swept by
violence

Nitz denies
connection
to murder
Richard Nitz took the stand
on his behalf and accused
someone else of murdering
Michael Miley during
t.esitimony Tuesday.
Nitz is charged with the
April S murder of Miley. whose
decapitated body was found in
the trunk of his car near R.ocky
Comfort Road in I·nion
County.
Before a packed courtroom,
Nitz said it was Danny' Walker,
not him, who killed Miley.
Walker, 17. in previous
testimony. said Nitz bad
bragged about shooting a
homosexual man in the head
and then decapitating the body
to get rid of ballistic's
evidence.
States Attorney Charles
Garnati bas described NitJ. as
a "homosexual hater,"' and
based I?rosecution on this
assumption.
Nitz said that he bad nO "art
in the murder, and he bad
never seen MilflY.
Asked about his hatre(l for
homosexuals, Nitz said "no
worse than any other straight
person."
The only thing Nitz admitted
to being 2Uilty of was acceptingstofenproperty. .
Personal
belongIngs
believed to be lWley's and
items supposedly bought wi!b
his credit cards were lound m
the Nitz residence during a
police search.
Among the items found were

Gua ..,.

.,...... alrNdy has taken the
wrong route.
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Jim· CummingS, left, freshman with an
undecided major from Oak part,. and Harold
Miller, jazz apecIa:1at at .... School of
Music, experiment with .... new IIIDI

........ .,.... In Altgeid Hal Tueaday
atwnoon. The .,...... .. on IcIen tD the.
achooI from the Byauee KeyboMI Co. In
Marlon.

Computer 'recording studio'
comes to School of Music
By Beth '::lavln

Entertainment Editor

Making music will be
made easier with a new
Musical Instrument Digital
Interface computer system
now available at the School
of Music.
Tbe system is made up of a
keyboard and mcdules that
inter'lct and play each other,
Harold Miller, jazz speciaJ.i.;t
at the School of Music, said.
"One keyboard plays three
machines .. be said
The sys'tem has M sounds

and has the ability to cbanae MIDI to the public in a lab at
key or mood pitch with t6e
touch of a button, he said.
The MIDI system was
made available by Byassee
Keyboard Company in
Marion, which is loaning the

~en~~~

be
especially useful for composing music.
"In a way, it's a recording
studio," he said, explaining
the tape-recording abilities
stored in one of the modules.
Miller is offering the use of

Altgeld Hall.
He said the first 20 pe.lple
who
show
interest,
preferably those who are
studying music, will be able
to reserve a twtHlour block
per week to use the system
at no cbarKe.
"It will 6e on a rll'St~e,
first-serve basis," be said.
Miller also hopes to offer a
class next semester that will
teach music students how to

batUes since Gen. Saw Maung,
59, led a military takeover
Sunday and toppled the monthold government of President
Maung Maung to become the
nation's fourth ruler in two
mcmtbs.
_.
The diplomat assessing
~ of widespread fighting
said about 20 soldiers were
also reportedly killed, but
added many of the casualty
reports could not be independently verified.
Shooting was reported at and
near
University and
in the w
. class district of
Okkalapa where some of the
most militant demonstrators
have challenged years of
authoritarian rule.
One Burmese who helped
earrv the dead and woundeii to
bOSj,1tal said three truckloads
of soldiers opened fIte on a
small crowd trying to block the
:.with a barricade of tree

=

''There are no civilians, no
~t people on the
list,' said one Rangoon-based
dip-Iamal. "There is DO sign the
milita.ry is reaching out to the
opposition. "
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
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Dinner includes: Ribs, Potato, Salad
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Mon-Th 8am-Midnite
Fri 8am-£pm Sat 10-£
Sunday 1pm-9pm

Haitian troops expel three
more of their own officers
..

.

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (UPIJ - Troops sympathetic to
rank-and-fIle soldiers who engineered a weekend coup expelled
three of their own officers in a growing purge of the military
KOPIES & MORE
Tuesday, reports and sources said. At the same time, the
•
607 S Illinois Ave
n~ber of appcu:ent rev~~related killings ~ounted to seven
smce the coup With the discovenes of two bodies of young men
!
529-5679
with their heads cut off and the shooting death of a police
~II.II.II.II.II.II.II.II.I" Idetective.
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Reservations Suggested but not required
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IMesquite Smoked Bar-B-Que Beef Ribs

867-3033
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MONTERREY, Mexico (UPI) - Health off~cials braced f~r
possible oti.tbreaks of malaria and intestinal dibeases Tuesday m
the city where Hurricane Gilbert dealt i~ ~eadliest blow, ~nd
workers combed a river bank for more ViCtims of devastating
flash floods. On the mud--clloked banks of the Santa Catarina
River, arms and legs of corpses could be seen poking out from
mounds of debris, and the stench of death bung heavy over the

American Tap

Happy Hour 11:30am·9:00pm
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Drafts
Pitchers

Monterrey officials fear outbreak of malaria

40 C
52.50

area.
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ITWA worker: accused hijacker showed gun

Now on Tap

$250 00 ·Guaranteed Dart Tournament

FRANKFURT, West Germany (UP!) - Ulrike Derickson, the
flight attendant praised for ber courage in the 1985 TWA
hijacking, testified Tuesday that Mohammad Ali Hammadi
constantly brandished the pistol that killed a U.S. Navy diver
and kicked and beat passengers. But Derickson, 44, said during
Hammadi's trial on hijacking and murder charges that she did
not know whether he or his accomplice fired the shots that killed
the sailor &t the beginning of the 17-day hijack ordeal.

This Sunday Beginning At 4:00pm

College/Students/Grads
Complete training provided for all positions

Pro-reformlst Is top prime minister candidate
WARSAW, Poland (UP!) - Politburo member Wladyshlw
Balta, a pro-reformist of Gte Gorbachev mold DOW in Moscow ~or
talks with Soviet officials, appeared Tuesday In be a leading
candidate In replace outgoing Polish Prime Minister Zbigniew
Messner. A dispatch from Moscow by the Polish news agency
PAP said Balta's host was Soviet Politburo member Nikolai
Slunitov, a Central Committee secretary involved ~ Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev's program of perestroika, or
recoosiruetiOll.

PILOTS· 22,500 start, 20/20 uncorrected vision, all majors
19-26 years old.

FLIGHT OFFICERS· 22,500 start, 20/20 correctable vision,
all majors, 19-26 years old.

MANAGERS· 21,500 start, ship handling and ship management. Strong emphasis in personnel management. AU majors,

19-28 vears old.

Commission recommends large budget cuts

BUSINESS MANAGERS. 21,500 start. Finance, personnel,

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A member of the bipartisan c0mmission drawing a blueprint In cut massive budget deficits said
Tuesday it will recommend withholding money from Social
Security, Medicare and defense. "That's where the money is,"
said Robert Strauss, co--chairman of the National Economic
CommissiOll. "That's where you've got to go" In reduce a deficit
that is running atabout $150 billion this year.

logistics. Business majors preferred. 19-28 years old.

ENGINEERS· Project management. R&D operating engineers. Engineering science or technical majors. 19-28 years
old. Up to 52,000 in 6 years for some positions.

Wall of flretrucks protects rural subdivision

All positions feature excellent promotion potential, guaranteed raises, excellent benefits.
Test required. US dtizens only. For a no obligation interview call Naval Management
Program toll free:
In MO 1.800-446-6289
or
In IL 1·8()()"322.6289

VACAVILLE, Calif. (UPI) - Firefighters set up a wall of fire
trucks Tuesday In Ave some 50 rural bomes from a windawakened arson blaze which ravaged 18,000 acres of brush and
grass just north of the San Francisco Bay area. Officials said a
ridge and the trucks were ~ted to prevent damage to the
homes evacuated Monday night when the wind kicked up,
reaching gusts of 50 mph.

state

Sexual activities of teens
revealed in recent survey
.
MICRELIN

Quan.
130
58

12

Size

Price

®

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUR TIRES:-

Quan.

Size

Price

175/70R13xZXWW 41.95
185/75R14xA4BW 44.95

26 185/65R14MXL 44.95
49225n5R15XMSI 59.95

165nO HR13 XVS

90 235n5 R15 XMSI 61.95

44.95

SPRINGFIELD, ID. (UPl) - One in four Dlinois teen-agers
bas been sexually active, yet about baJf said they received less
educatioo than they wanted or DOne at all from their parents,
according to a survey released Tuesday_ The survey was c0nducted for Parents Too Soon, a coalition of state and private
agencies baWing teen pregnancy, and revealed a communications gap between teenagers aDd their parents, state
officials said.
&el[
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Nontraditional student's" don't mate'h' stereotype'
By Kathleen DeBo
Staff Writer

Larry Allsup drove 18wheelers and charter buses for
20 years, off and on. Then

Allsup, 46, contracted
histoplasmosis, an airborne
virus that can cause blindness.
Allsup lost vision in one eye
and may go completely blind.
There are no transplants and
no medications for this
disease, Allsup said.

'ob~3 :::~~ :,~: !:~

irom two incomes to one. He
did not have a high schc.ol
diploma.
Allsup said he went through
periods of denial, anger and
self-pity. He had to get a new
career.
He t30k the general
educational
development
exam on a Wednesday, picked
up the diploma two days later
and the following Wednesday,
he enrolled at the University.
Now he is majoring in social
work, which he can do if he
becomes completely blind. He
intends to work with the
visually impaired.

no~~a~=~e:a~e th'!
bored housewife and displaced
homemaker.
In reality, 60 percent of the
nontraditional students at this
University are men, which
mirrors the regular undergraduate population, Mary
Helen Gasser, director of
Nontraditional Studpnt Services, said.
Nontraditional students are
older students who have
delayed school for a variety of
reasons, Gasser said.
Traditional students are those
aged 18 to 21 or those who go to
college right out of high school.
Dan Glosser said he and his

wife Pam picked this
University because it has good
progr..ms in both their fields of
study.
"I wasn't ready to go to
school before. I went into the
military and grew up,"
Glosser said.
Robyn Williams said she
picked the University bec'.ause
1t was closest to her home and
she had gone here before.
"The last time I was here,
Old Main burned down. There
were a lot of demonstrations
and a lot of philosophical
speeches. Now it is very
conservative and capitalistic,"
Williams said.
Barb Hansen also went here
before she got married.
"It seemed the natural place
to come back to. I had credits
here," she said.
Ana Hoover said she ::arne
here after working and taking

"I wasn't ready to go
to school before. I
went into the military
and grew up. "
-Dan Glosser
classes at Carl Sandburg
College.

rn:~ ~n~&ou!~~::~

plained about having to study
ant! I thought they were lucky.
I realized I could get a tuition

:~!:d

a:a:r em~:: s~u~

then I rea~ I couldn't live
on what I was making and I
quit and went to work full time.

w~:JfJ;l t'!r:g~ ~~t:~~, ~

r.ave mixed emotions about
that but I know that my

parents would want me to go to
school," Hoover said.
According to a February
report on student financial aid
by the Illinois Financial Aid
Study Committee, nontraditional students will make
up 50 percent of college
students byJ992.
Gasser said the increasing
number of nontraditionals will

often displaced workers or
people who want to improve
their careers, Gasser sa:d.
"Many men are totally
changing careers. At 30 or 40,
they realize they don't want to
do the same job until they're
70," she said.
Some, like Allsup, need
retraining due to health
problems or on the job injuries

fewer traditionals in the
population by 1990.
$ome universities are trying
to recruit nontraditional
students for that reason, she
said.
Nontraditional students
have been out in the real world
and can contribute more to
class discussions, she said.
They tend to be job oriented
and motivated to learn, she
said.
"They provide a touch of
seriousness to the educational
process," she said.
Gasser said that nontraditionals already make up
50 percent of the student
population at some community
colleges. At this U:rlversity,
they make up 23 percent of the
undprgraduate population. she
said.
Graduate and professionai
students, 30 and older; undergraduates, 24 and older; or
undergraduates, under 24 and
married or divorced; were
defined as nontraditional
students in a 1986 study by
Cheryl Farabaugh at Institutional Research and
Studies.
According to that study,
nontraditional students went
from about 19.5 percent of the
total student population at
SIU-C in 1978 to nearly 28
percent in 1986.
Nontraditional students are

Nontraditional students will make up 50
percent of col/ege
students by 1992.

::d:~ea:ethth:!~~~

and others started college
when they were young and
dropped out, she said.
Some could not afford
college so they went into the
military first, she said.
Gasser said it is also more
acceptable now for older
students to go to college. Also,
there are not a lot of job opportunities available without a
college education. she said.
Some parents may feel they
have to go back to school to get
better jobs because it almost
requires a two-income family
to send their children to
college. Gasser said.
Pat Sharpe said the reason
she went back to school was
money.
"You can't get a job without
a degree," she said.
Williams said "1 want to be a
viable person. I don't want to

si~=:rl;l~ :1.~' sends letters

in the fall and spring to all
newly enrolled nontraditional
students to introduce them to
the office before school starts,
she said.
Nontraditionals tend to have

differ~nt needs and differP.nt
characteristics.
ACt.ording to the Farabaugh
study, "An interesting finding
was that more nontraditional
males than the younger male
students were enrolled in the
College of Education, a
typically female concentration.
"Similarly, more nontraditional females than
younger females were enrolled
10
Engineering
and
Agriculture, which have been
considered male concentrations. Apparently, this
new population of students fee!
less compelied to adhere to
historical gender stereotypes
than do their younger c0unterparts."
Gasser said "Nontrads tend
to be very, very impatient with
red tape. They go right to the
top."
Hansen said when she was
here 17 years ago, tuition and
room and board for the year
was probably $800. Williams
said tuition was about $150 per
semester. Students could rent
textbooks instead of buying
them, she said.
One of the biggest problems
is parking. Many nontraditionals live off cam~m>
and have to drive.
"People who live on campus
park in the same spots we do,"
Williams said.
Mary Anne Sellars said
nontrads worry about finding
jobs because they are older
when they graduate.

Allsup said he had c0nsidered going into radiology
technology but realized if be
lost the rest of his eyesight, he
would have to start over in a
new career, and he is getting
too old to start over at square
one.

THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF BARGAINING
Which of the following statements do you believe'!
1. The day we begin bargaining everyone's salary will gO!.lP 20 % .
2. Faculties at universities with collective bargaining earn 13%more

than those at universities without bargaining.
If you believed the first statement, you are living in a fantasy
world. Collective bargaining is no magic panacea. It is a process
where gains are won slowly and with hard work. But GAINS ARE
WON.
If you believed the second statement, you probably view the world
through rose-colored glasses, ~ut in this case you'd be absolutely
right. This is one of the conclusIOns of a recent .s~ey conducted.by
the College and University Personnel AsSOCiation ~no pr~u~on
organization), a conclusion borne out by other studies, mcluding
some by the AAUP.
And what about fringe benefits? Did you know ~t some o~ . our
fringe benefits have been won by virtue of ~llectIye bargau:ung'!
The state of Illinois has a policy that universallzes fnnge benefits. If
one group of employees has sta~paid de~t:al, then all state employees get it. As a result of effectIve bargammg oy~r the years, the
American Federation of State. County, and Muruclpal Employees
(AFSCME AFL-CIQ) representing many categories of state employees h~ won fringe benefits (including the dental program) that
have r~ounded to OUI' benefit at SIU, even though we did not
bargain for these benefits ourselves.
It should come as no surprise that faculty an~ staff salaries here
are just about as low as they can get. According to a 1986 AAUP
survey, out of 161 universities with three of more doctoral programs,

SIU-C ranked 158. The only reason we Weftll't at the bottom with the
University of South Dakota was because two of our sister scbooIsNorthern Illinois University and DIinois State UniveFSity (neither
with collective bargaining) -got wedged in below us_
For almost eighteen years we have been talking to faculty and
staff about the union and coJective ~ Sometimes when we
talk about the economic benefits of coUective bargaining. we are
accused of crass materialism_
Perhaps ... but look at it another way. We want the best fOl' this
university-its students, its staff, its programs, its buildings-aod the
best comes high. It would be nice if students could come here to
study without having to work at two jobs and to leave with $1S,000 in
debt. It would be nice if we could attract and keep the best and the
brightest faculty. It would be nice if our facilities were state of the
art. It would be nice to have a library building that would serve our
needs for the next half century. However, are we likely to achieve
any of this by waiting for it to happen 01' by waiting for a hapless and
overpaid administration to succeed where failure bas been the
legacy of the last fifteen years?
The public university systems with unionized faculty and staff
have generally been successful in enhancing the budgets for higber
education not only for salaries but for the entire educatimal enterprise_ (Sorry. we won't guarantee higber salaries for the
president and chancellor, though.)
If :IOU think the funding picture at sm is and bas been a cheery
one, then we can understand your reluctance to support eoIlect:ive
bargaining, but that leaves ahout 97.ftof the faculty and A P staff
who ought to be ready to throw in with us.

715 South University Ave.
Carbondale, IL 62901
457-5831
Daily t~gyptian. Sepkmber 21, 1908.
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Nationts handguns
still out of control
CONGRESS KNUCKLED under to the National Rifle
Association when it rejected an amendment that would
have required a seven-day waiting period on the pw.chase
of handguns. That is no surprise; the NRA takes guncontrol legislation as seriously as motherhood and spends
many dollars lobbying to prove its point.
We don't wonder that Congress caved in, but the logic of
its second choice - to develop a system to identify convicted felons - escapes us.
Listen to what Rep. Bill McCollum, R-Fla., and the
sponsor of the substitute provision, said to back up his
conviction that the waiting period should be defeated:
"What felon in his right mind is going to produce his own
name?"
MCCOLLUM AND his cohorts offered a plan that further
b...gs that question. How, in just 180 days is the Justice
Department going to devise a plan that will enable gun
dealers to identify convicted felons? Will we tat.oo a
message to gun dealers on the foreheads of convicted
felons, including those who have decided to walk the
straight and narrow?
Perhaps we will give each convicted feltln an LD. card
and hope he will produce it at a gun shop.
Of course these ideas are preposterous, but so is the
vague notion that if a gun dealer knew the man standing at
the counter, staring down the sights of a big-bore handgun
was a convicted felon, we'd all be safe.
EVEN IF WE adhere to the ridiculous idea that only
convicted felons are apt to go haywire when they have a
six-shooter strapped on, how can we expect to identify
felons without seriously infringing on the rights of the
innocent citizen who merely wants to have a closet full of
guns?
Fingerprint checks would be out. Imagine the squawk
gun owners would put up if a st~re clerk suggested innocence could be proven only by customers willing to
apply their fingerprints to a card.
And, law eniorceme,lt personnel realize that fingerprints are the only sure way to identify a criminal, who is
bent on providing misinformation.
WE ARE NOT SURPRISED that law enforcement
organizations support laws similar to the recently
defeated Brady Amendment. Police do not like the idea of
easy access to guns and oullets that can rip through bulletproof vests.
And, though police are not especially warm to the idea of
a well-armed general public, they are opposed to taking
away the rights of the public.
Police want a happy medium. They want the public to
show a little moderation. A waiting period would not affect
those gun owners who are already well-armed. Those
people have plenty of guns to protect their homes and
loved ones before the waiting period expires and they can
cart home more artillery .
Waiting periods are designed to protect both those
among us, who in a moment of passion might open fire at
anything that moves, and those who are the intended
recipients of the bullets.
There's nothing like a few sleepless nights to make a
person aware of the futility of a plan to go out in a blaze of
glory.
AS IT IS, all we have from Congress is a pledge that it is
working on a plan that will better protect us. Keeping
handgwlS out of the hands of felons is a start. But, it stops
short of the kind of control the country needs over the
burgeoning gun industry in order to keep machine guns out
of the hands of drug dealers.
We should forget the "When Guns Are Outlawed, Only
Outlaws Will Have Guns," mentality of the NRA and
realize tb&t outlaws have guns now and a well-armed
public isn't doing much about the rising crime rate.

Quotable Quotes
"Make cool explosion. l\lJlds when platoon trains with dummy
grenades," - number five on David Letterman's Top 10 list of
Dan Quayle's "National Guard Duties."
"If they are in white or green would that make a diff~ence·~
What is pink"? I wear pink all the time. Pastel colors - that's a
very sc;)thing type of color," - Sileriff Charles Foli, denying he
was discriminating against inma:es with AJDS by making them
wear pink pri!>on uniforms.

. P,age4. nally Egyptian, September :n, 1988
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SCIENTISTS TRANS-

PLANTED HUMAN CELLS
INTO LIVING MICE.
WHAT HAPPENED?

THEY ~HOT ONE
ANOTHER WITH TINY
HANDGUNS.

Viewpoint

Drought, famine, floods, quakes:
Could Nostradamus be correct?
By Richard Nunez
Staff Writer

MOTHER NATURE has not
been kind lately.
Drought, famine, floods,
'?al"thquakes and hurricanes
nave marked much of 1988.
The prophet Nostradamus
predicted t.Juit these conditions
- which some believe were
predicted to occur at the end of
this century - would prevail
before Judgment Day.
Could Nostradamus have
been correct"?
Some Christians have been
looking to the sky lately,
awaiting the day of Rapture;
the day when a select group of
people are allowed entrance
into the heavens while the rest

~b~ti~nf=o::"t: ba~~ ~
Armageddon.

MOST PEO!' LE would laugh
at the 'i<:a, and rightly so.
These conditions are not
unusual as most people would
believe. Solar and lunar
eclipses, comets, volcanic
eruptions and earthquakl'S
have served as occasions for
religious sects to proclaim the
end of the world as we know it.
But a closer look at the
events of the past year might
alarm a few people. Here is a
list of just a few of the
disasters that have occurred in
ille past few months:
MORE THAN half of the
Yellowstone National Park has

been ravaged by forest fires.
Already, more than one
million of the park's 2.2 million
acres have been charred
This summer's drought has
caused millions of dollars
worth of damage. Grain
production dropped by more
than 30 percent and the price of
fresh fruit and vegetables,
already on the rise, is expected
to skyrocket by the end of the
year.

FLOOD-STRICKEN Bangladesh has been fighting off
famine and an epidemic of
diarrhea, which already has
killed more than ISO people
and afflicts tens of thousands
more.
Hurricanes have hit Mexico
and t.'lE: Caribbean Islands
hard, killing hundreds of
people. Hurricane Gilbert is
considered onl! of the worst
hurricanes of the century.
With winds registering at 175
mph, it has killed hundreds
and caused millions of dollars
worth of damage.
EARTHQUAKES ROCKED
Nepal, killing more than 1,000
people. The earthquake was a
st&rk reminder of last year's
earthquake that hit Mexico,
which is still feeling its effects
economil'ally.
The number of airplane
accidents continued to increase; the recent air show
accident in Italy was one of the
most grisly ever captured hy

television.
FAMINE STILL haunts
much of Afri~. Holes are
being reported in the ozone
layer. fueling debate about the
greenhouse effect. Medical
trash is washing up on the
nation's beaches. Seal puppies
are washing ashore dead.
George Bush may be our next
president. AIDS. Dan Quayle
may be our next vice
president.
Scared? Reaching for the
Bibleyet'1
NOSTRADAMUS predicted
that Armageddon would be
ignited by the third anti-christ
- the previous two being
Napoleon Bonaparte and
Adolph Hitler. According to
Nostradamus, the third antichrist will come from the
Middle East and wear a blue
turbin. If Khadafy or
Khomeini ever sport a blue
turbin, then we might have
reason to begin believing in
Nostradamus.
MOST LIKELY, all the
disasters and catastrophes
that have piled up lately are
just coinCidence. Judgment
Day, Armageddon, kapture:
They all are merely myths prophecies that never will
come true. But, amid all the
chaos, even the most cynical of
people probably would stop for
a second to scratch their head.
Could NO:ltradamus have
been correct?

Letters
Centerfest VIas an honest effort
An employee for Student
Center Special Programs, I
would like to extena my sincere apologies to Mr. Geoffrey
Nathan, the linguistics
professor who so kindly
reminded us that Centerfest
was not only a semantic and
culinary blunder, but also that
our attempt at a few laughs
was actuallr. a direct translation of 'hanging around
begging for food, drooling at
the mouth."
Goodness. Thank you,
Professor Nathan, for
reminding us that evt:ll though
our budget is limited and that
the Health Department might
become a bit undone had we
unearthed the floors to,smoke

the Kalua pig you speak of, we cultural and culinary
shouldn't have tried to present authenticity. Again, pardon
a little good, clean fun for our our ignorance.
Seriously, Mr. Nathan, I'm
SIU students.
You were so right. Perhaps disappointed that as a faculty
next year, you might help us member, supposedly a supfinance the Lomilomi salmon. porter and promoter of student
You might also like to serve as growth (and that includes
cuisine advisor. We certainly corn muning with fellow
wO'Jidn't want to make the studt-nts), you found it
mistake of sprinkling necessary to denounce an
long-planned
pineapples over anything ever bonelt,
again, especially since real University event on sucb petty
Hawaiians don't do such grounds.
Frankly, Mr. Nathan, if
all, the purpose of Lailua-Kona is really supposed
Centerfest should not have to be Kailua-Kona, I don't give
been to provide a lighthearted a damn. And honestly, in this
night of non-boozing; it should situation, neither should you.
have been to come as very - Barbara Brewer, graduate
close as possible to Hawaiian student, journalism.

~

Fires, floods, famine, drought
could have a deeper meaning
TO THOSE of us who view
religion primarily as a
spectator sport, The Rapture

who say catastrophes are on
the way? The worst thing you
can say about them is that
they're oot predicting the
future; they're predicting the
present. The rest of us just
aren't paying attention.

W~~e.;rO~~:'C:~~t

The
Rapture? Where have you
been? The papers have been
fullofit.
Here was the deal: acto some biblical
scholars, many of whom wear
funny-sbaped hats, last week
was supposed to be marked by
The Rapture, a divine rescue
of the Saved that would signal
a seven-year world-wide
tribulation destined to
culminate in the Second
Coming and the Sa tUe of
Armageddon. And by
"tribulation" I mean fires,
floods, famines and plagues.
(One thing you have to give the
Bible; it's got a terrific plot.)
c~rding

THE TERMINALLY virtuous were expecting to be
taken to Heaven all of a sudden
- some said Tuesday - and
thus be spared the onrushing
unpleasantness. The OpenMinded among us had
gathered on the sidelines, our
binoculars at the ready, hoping
to witness the Ascension of the
Saved and frankly looking
forward to it. We felt that, at
the very least, it would improve the quality of the

~,:t'~::~:i:
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man proverb says: "Heaven
for climate; Hell for society.")

To make a long story short,
it o;dn't happen. Last week
carne and went and the True
Believers stayed, their
disappointment eased by the
relief o! the spared.
I SUPPOSE you think I'm
the sort of smart aleck who is
going to make fun of the folks
who believed in the &pture,
people who quit tbt:r jobs,
gave away their furniture and
canceled their magazine

Donald
Kaul
Tribune Media Services
subscriptions in anticipation of
their trip to the BIg Rock
Candy Mountain. You think
I'm liming to say things like;
"God probably didn't want
Heaven's IQ to falllO points in
one day." Or: "It would have
been tough on Dan Quayle,
losing all of his supporters at
once like that."
Well, you're wrong. I'm too
classy a guy to tale cheap
shots. Besides, th:.r- Rapture
people, whose theory derives
.from a book, "1)8 Reasons Why
the Rapture Will Be in '88," by
a former NASA rocket
engineer, Edgar C. Whisenant,
may be on to something.
(Whisenant cer~inly is; he's
said to have sold more than a
million books.)
CONSIDER THE evidence:
During the past few weeks we
have seen the worst fires in the
history of Yellowstone Park,
the worst flood of the century
in Bangladesh and the worst
hurricane of the century in the
Gulf of Mexico. They come in a
ye~r which promises to be, in
this country, the hottest in
recorded history and one that
produced one of the worst
droughts of the century.
Should you want even more
evidence that we're on the
cusp of seven years of
tribulation, George Bush is
ahead in the polls.
And we're Ja~ at people

WHAT I'M saying is that
while all of this could be a
coincidence, it could also mean
something. It (.-oold be that the
Rapture people are merely
wrong on the details, like the
day of the week things happen
or even the year, but that their
nightmare is indeed the
general shape of things to
come.

A lot of scientists scoff at
concepts like Rapture,
branding them supers~.tious
nonsense. They say that our
current troubles are due to the
"greenhouse" effect, the
global warming that's taking
place because we have
wrapped the Earth in a shroud
of pollution that traps energy .
One expects an increase in
catastro;>hic incidents around
the eartD as it warms up, they
say. They seem to find that
reassuring.

2) There does, indeed, need
to be a firm commitment by
the Governor and the General
Assembly to fund higher
education to meet needs after
tuition. The way to voice this
concern is, obviously, through
voting and letting officials
know bO\V you will vote. The
only way to keep them in check
is to keep reminding them how
they got there in the fi.rst
place. Sadly, this is difficult to
document or qualify. You ~
to have faith in your rights as a
voter. Also, let them know you
are watching them. For
example, know that Sen. Ralph
Dunn and Rep. Bruce Richmond ar e known to support a
tax increase for higher
et.Iucatioo; know that Richmond fail~ to show up for a
committee vote on the bill (HB
1".22) that would have limited
the percentage that tuition
could be increased. a bill he
told me that morning ne had no
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planet ascend to Heaven last
week is because no one was
worthy. Maybe we are all
guilty.

Think about it.
By the way, the Rapture
people think Norld War III is
going to break out on Oct. 4 this
year. (Pearl Harbor Day to
George B:JSh.}
Have a nice day.

Funding crisis needs solutions
instead of open-ended whining
in dE'.ermining financial aid at
many Illinois universities. By
limiting the percentage that
tuition can be increased each
year, mid-year or high in·
creases would be illegal.

~;; ~~!t?-it"'~M~:~Y~i§<
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DID THEY ever think of
this: ~...aybe The Rapture and
the greenhouse effect are the
same thim!, God's or Nature's
way of telling us it's too late.
Perhaps in our relentless
pursuit of greed as a way of life
we have indeed triggered the
Doomsday mechanism and WE

Letters

The many letters and
op;ruOD! eoncerning tuition vs.
University spending have
brought up many common'
sentiments breeding among
students. The one thing that
does not come into their let-·
ters, however, is any real
solution to the problem. The
result is a whining, open-ended
argument. I therefore propose
these various routes:
1) We need a lasting,
statutory tuition policy in the
state of Illinois. Using tuition
increases
to
balance
University budgets' has
become
a
damaging
precedent. The attitude
throughout the state has
leaned toward charging the
students to make up for a lack
of state government support or
for University over-spending.
There needs to be a binding
regulation limiting tuition to
some percentage of instructional costs, such as 30 to
33 per<.-ent. There also Deeds to
be legislation to limit the
percentage tuition ".an . be
mcreased per year by tvmg
rates to some mdex, such as
the Higher Education Price
Index, which is one factor used

•• ;P<
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problem with. This bill, by the
way, needed one vole to rise
from committee.
3) Make sure budgets are
well managed. I agree that
SIU-C needs to stay competitive with other state
universities. Part of that is by
paying competItlve salaries,
but Vie need to gt:t what ~'e pay
for. We have already been
damaged by the flight of some
faculty to other universities.
We, the students (how
dramatic!) have taken our
lumps and paid our bills only to
see a decrease in experienced
faculty, a drop in support to
Morris Library, and Qmaging
cuts in course and program
offerings. It seems as though
you'll get the money, SIU-C;
now use it responsibly unW we
all get out of this state fiscal
mess.
Until we can restor<. s~te
General Revenue Fund support, we need tu look at ourselves as consumers and
demand qU'llity and choice for
what we are paying more a,l
more for. - John Grigas,
Academic Affairs Com·
missioner, Undergraduate
Student Government.
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Dukakis endorsed by NEA;
captures 86 percent of votes
By~"Perr;
StaHWriter

was then made available to the
over 1.9 million NEA memo
Vice President George Bush bers.
might consider himself to be a
Rogers said all seven of the
future "educatIOn president," Democratic candidates
returned their questionnaires
~~~~t :~rJ~~nB~tat~t:: and did the videotaped inter>'iew. H(!wever, none of the
president for educa tion.
During their Sept. 8 meeting, Republican candidates fully
the National Educatio>1 complied with the NEA
Association the largest process.
Futrell, in a press release,
teachers' union in the nationendorsed Democratic can- put extra emphasis on Bush's
o.idate Michael Dukakis in his reluctance to comply with the
bid to become president
process saying he returned an
Dukakis captured 86 percent mcomplete response to the
questionaire "over a year
of the 8,479 delegates' votes.
"No other candidate running late" and after the ballots
for president has ever received were already in the hands of
more support in an NEA mail the delegates.
ballot endorsement process,"
Futrell said Bush finally
Mary Hatwood Futrell, NEA a ttempted to respond to the
president, said.
NEA because "600,000 of the
"This vote tells us that our 1.9 million members are
members see Michael Dukakis Republicans lind you don't just
as the most pro-education blow your nose or fan your
president in our history," she hand at 600,000 votes."
said.
Dukakis, on the other hand,
The endorsement process "~eated our questions with
bE-gan in July 1987 when the seriousness and respect,"
organization asked aU 15 of the Futrell said.
preside.ltial hopefuls to
;fter having met several
complete a questionnaire and times with Dulrakis, Futrell
to conduct a videotaped in- said she believed "Michael
ter;iew, Marilyn Rogers, an Dukakis will be a president
who will work side by side with
NEA representative, said.
The compiled information the education community to

improve
American
education."
Among tne issues the
organiUl tion supports are:
.federal support for local
school districts,
• federal ~rotection for
collective llarg1:aining rights
and positive wOl-king conditions for public employees;
• meaningful federal
education programs to help
meet the special needs (if
handicapped, disadvantaged
and minOrity students;
• placement of a secretary
of education that will "encourage and inspire this
country and Congress" to help
create quality education for
America's students.
Rogers said Dukakis agrees
with all the NEA hopes to
achieve.
"He recognizes that the
economic future of America
depends an our nation's ability
to provide an excellent
education to every student in
this great land."
Rogers said Dukakis has
been described. as very supportive and "alwars having
had his door open' br. those
who worked closely WIth him
in Massachusettes.

Candidates plan for debate
Flag rnaker visited
by Bush; Dukakis
unveils health plan
United Press Internatillnal
Republican pres1dential
candidate Georgf' Bush,
visiting a flag maker he has
touted as 2. symbol of the
nation's economic and
spiritual renewal, said
Tuesday Americans should use
prosperity to "do justice and
love mercy."
Criticizing Democratic
ca'ldidate Michael Dukakis for
opposing Rea~an
administration policies and
boastin~ of the country's
economlc recovery, Bush said,
"What is the end purpose of
this economic growth~ Is it
just to be rich? What a shallow
ambition. Is there really any
satisfaction to be had in being
the fatlest country? .....
"Prosperity has a J>Ul'POSe
and it's to pursue the better
angles of our nature," he said.
Dukakis, in Bowling Green,
Ky., fleshed out a theme he hit
during his speech to July's
Democratic Nationai Con-

vention with details of his charge from Dukakis that
proposal for a national h~th Bush is sounding a "warmedmsurance program to reqwre over call to selfishness" and as
most employers, with the an exlet'.sion of the GOP
exception of some small candidate's call at the
businesses, to provide be3lth Republican National Coninsurance to employees.
vention last month for a
In his convention speech, "kinder, gentler nation."
Dukakis said he would propose
Bush, who bas made
such a plan to fulfill a goal set pa triotism a cornerstone of his
by President Harry Truman- campaign, has frequently
that every American could be cited the flag manufacturer in
covered by health insurance.
recenl speeches, saying the
After his trip to the Garden firm's sales suffered until
State, Bush immediately President Reaga~'s electionreturned to Washington to tben sales boomild.
continue his preparations for
Company IT.!sident Randy
Sunday's debate. Dukakis also Be&~ said sales jumped 30
wt'nt to Boston after his speech percent in recent years. The
at Western Kentucky company now makes 37,000University for his own study flags weekly.
sessions.
Before Dukakis'ss
h, his
The candidates meet at aides outlined his Cth inWake Forest University in surance proposal - under the
Winston-Salem, N.C., at 7 p.m. plan, the government would
for the first of two presidential require employers to provide
debates. Both men have "a minimum package" of
essentially cleared their benefits, including hospital,
calendars for the rest of the physician. preventive dlild
week. to get ready for the care, mental health care, aDd.
event.
protection
against
The vice president's tour of
the Annin Flag Co. in ca~~J:tbe etl6t to
Bloomfield, N.J., and bis employers would be about $10
speech there also served as a billion, the same as a national
quick response to Monday's health bill DOW in Congress.
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GNP increases $29.1 billion
following 3.4 percent tax hcke
WASHINGTON <uP!) The economy expanded at an
annual rate of 3 percent, a
healthy pace but slower than
previously reported, while
inflation heated up in the
second quarter, the governmentsaid Tuesday.
Real gross national product
increased $29.1 billion from
April to June fonowing a 3.4
percent hike, or $33.1 billion in
the first quarter, according to
the Commerce Department.
The department's Bureau of
Economic Analysis reported
Aug. 25 that second-quarter
GNP was 3.3 percent.
The downward revision was
based on new information
showing a weaker performance for exports and nonresidential fixed investment.
The downturn was offset
partially by stronger personal
spending, the department said.
"We expected that growth
would be revised down
because they revised up the
trade deficit for June,"
Michael Evans, of Evans
Economics in Washington,
said.
Two other revisions in the
GNP report indicated inflation
topped 5 percent in the quarter
in tne steepest price acceleration 10 six years.
Analysts, however, were not

greatly alarmed
"There is no evidence we're
headed back to double-digit
inflation," said Norman
Robertson, chief economist of
Mellon Bank in Pittsburgh.
Robertson said price increases are now advancing at
about 5 percent per year and
he expects inflation to rise to

........
~ )Iakiu' it great!

---------------------------~

about 5.5 percent in 1989. a
cause for concern but not
panic.
"A 5 percent inflation rl-:te is
a warnmg signal," he S8.id.
The fixed weights index
rose 5 percent compared with
3.5 percent in the first three
months of the year.
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Carterville firefighters ar.ive on the acene
of a car fire on Route 13 In front of Ik.
Nls..n In Carterville. The Mazda 280 ZX,
owned by Wallace, Inc., a Chrysler
Plymouth and Mazda d..ler In Carbondlle,

was being tHt drtven by Greg Knoob,
Herrin, when he noticed smoke coming
from the r..r of the car. He pulled over and
called the fire department, which arrived on
the scene about ten mlnut.. liter.
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NITZ, from

Page 1-two speakers believed to
be purchased with
Mile 's~t~.Nia
said he gained possession
of the speakers as a
payment of debt from
Betty Boyer.
Nia, '¥I, also testified
a~()ut cassette tapes that
were supposed to have
belonged to Miley. The
tapes were found by
authorities in Nia's car.

Nitz said he was

with his wife
during the night in
question.
Nitz !iaid he was given
the tapes by a woman
who had lived with him
and his wife.
The woman, Boyer,
who babysat for Nitz.
testified previously that
she saw Nitz btlllting a
man with a bat in front of
the Nitz's trailer.
Nitz said he was with
his wife Rita Jo during
the night in question.
Mrs. Nitz is also being
held in the Williamson
County jail in connection
with the murder. The
case against Mrs. Nitz
will be held in November.
ClOSing statements in
the case 'vill be held at
9:30a.m. Thursday in the
Williamson County
Courthouse.

MUSIC, from Page 1 - - use MIDI.
"It's important to train
students how to use MIDI," he
said. "They need hands-on
experience. "
"MIDI is everywhere," he
said, "and it's going to be
around for awhile."
Miller said other schools,
such as the University of
Illinois and SIU-E, bave bad
MIDI systems in the past, but
this is the first opp'>rtunity {or
SIU-C to use the equipment.
He said SIU·E has several
keyboards for use by students,
and recently has been
equipped with a recording
st1~dio, which he believes is a
result of the administration's
interest in the project.
"Their priorities are in
different places than ours," he
eaid "We're concerned with
other things at this campus."
Miller said that although
SIU-C is behind in obtaini
the equipment, the system w~
be ~ompletely "first class"
thanks to the setup with the
Byassee Ct.mpany.
Miller said the system is not
designed to take the place of

Although SIU-C is
behind in obtaining
the equipment, the
system will be
completely 'first class. '
acoustic instruments, but to
work in addition to them.
"I know of 25 to 30
professions easy that'll come
m contact witb MIDI," be said.
. 'Everyone uses
this
knowled~r"

m!~t. a~~i°Sch%i ~ ~~fc

plans to ~uy Maclntosh soft·
ware to use with the system.

"It will give us printou.'.s and
a lot of other uses," Miller
said.
He said he would like to gP.t
more modules to use with
MIDI in the future, if an exchange can be made with the
Byassee Company
For more information. call
Harold Miller h. the School of
Music at 536-7505.

Speeding leads to drug bust
By Kimberly Clarke
Staff Writer

A routine speeding offense

Monday led Illinois State
Police to confiscate eleven

pounds of cannabis and $30,000

mcash.
Angellos Cotis, WiHiam
McCrum and Ricardo Tridtan,
whose ages were withheld,
were stopped on Highway 57

going sOl,th toward Marion in
Williamsoo County.
The men are being held foX'
$100,000 bono each at the
Williamson County jail.
They are charged with
possession of 500 grams of

~~=t ron:erv;~sion

with
Their destination was not
known.

Murdal.
Shopping Center

"'.1021

BMARINE
& BEER
GARDEN

SAI~DljIVIClHES

-Today'. Special••

'2.89 #2 Sub
(ham, hard salami & provolone on a garnished
bun with chips. a pickle &med. drink or draft)
APIPU~RIING

T(lINIGHT IN OUR BEER GARDEN:
.. Tom Connelly
(featuring acoustic rock)

'1.00

Imported
Bottles

'1. 10 StoIichnaya
406 S. IlIInol. Ave.

o.IIv8ry 549-3366

WHACKY

WE,S·
SPEaAl
549-3030
Eastgate Shopping
Center
Carbondale

r·_·····_·------·_·_·--,
$5.00
One regular 12" one.ftem

WHACKY ~ZZ~.f~:"~a:;Uded)

WEDNESDAY ~:~~:'~f"Y
On One of Twelve Professional Tables
6-8pm Tues .• Sat.
Daily Drink Specials
Custom Cues For Sal

...aM (JJtLI,o,./J//,N,fI/ 517 South Illinois Ave ..

~.

/:;;/~'

~9·STlX

(

III.

WEDNE&OAYS ONLY.
NO COLIPON i.!EF'OED

Nobody Delivers

Better."

••............. __ ... _-_.
~.~""''"'r.HaldIIC....r;.",.

_ _ - " PrcIn"-r ......

~~==::"~.~~_0uIa....-~1IIU

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE.

~"""""~~WIIII"",*",~1nc:
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Wicker gr.c.plm w41lI1rofJJnl",... n wilt. ~Jt4r,t.:1' b& ... kt1

1/2 Price Wicker-Bamboo Sale....

This year our buyers have brought in a larger and more unique selection of wicker
and bamboo from around the world. Stop in and see our enormous variety.
U.S. G-w'tlnspecled

Lean Meaty

Bud of California

Pork Spare Ribs

Lettuce

$11~.

48~ead

LS Choice Bacon Wrapp(~1
Beef Tenderloin

Salad Size

Filet Mignon

Tomatoes

E:-"'Itd Lean

Frpsh

58~b.

$68~,

$14~.

$ ] 78

Southern lfIinois' Large
Extra Fancy Red

or Golden Delicious

-$-2-78
$2 28

Mr. T:-:urk;-ey-.

Stack-Pak,Shced

urkey~~~

BlueBell

St{)I'~~!\1ad\.'

Ground Chuck

in Carbondale
Earth Farms

Home Grown

Popcorn
2/$1
00

Smoked or Polish

Sao
• Seafood Dept. •
St
c

Che

C..=.. . ~~. . . . ,38

ad!

$5 98
•
....
AluJdan
$
King Crab Legs.. 9.981b.
Gulf White
MecliumShrlmp,

~=:

Peanut Butter

99 ~

""

r: ......

a......

Detergent
$1
2/$499 .
23

Limil)

..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
L

:•

Limit 1 percouponperlamily
Coupon sood 8121/88 Ihru 8127188

!i g:~n~COUC..E:~~h.aa
:r~~~~y Fran~s
~.......

$)29

33
Displayed in

~~

__

Giant Size Box

Limil)

WHho~a~esWhile

"47l1 1

~~~~~~~~

A.'

111:'0
, L •••
.-,otDeI' ••wee«

lwallona

Say it with Roses!

COUpon!-......

'Sweetheart Roses

~~dif~

$9.99dozen/wrapped

. . ---rI

LuncbmeatCase~~!!~~
. .~~~--~------------.lii
PW"902

ii~~~;:·=5:':::9:::~
-.. , ~1I!?e1~!1n:er~
Umill (l(.'r('lmpflUpt',-ldllnk _.-'
r""l"" g....J 1).~I·Sh 11,," s.~','!8

~;;~~~..
_~L~.

Sept. 18th thru Sept. 24th

Displayed'llheendO/Ai~4
PW"901

Pre-Priced $2.89 Save '1.00

•. Mr. Turkey

$ 29

Flowers by Country Fair

•

~",I"iii~. •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••
Coaatry fair

.!CarboDdaIe

420z.

t

New Authenic

!~ Bread)

l . t···s·91 (~=:O:O;UNTR==Y:F.:JU:'R:AND==YO:U.:.:A:TEAM==THA=:T:C::A.:N;T;BEiB:£A::T!~'=:]

18 Oz. Jar

c...o" •...

Frnh From Ou,./n-Slo1"f! IIak7y

~~~~ ~;J~r Rondos
Ice Cream
Treats

2 Lb. Bags

I.b.

TI'de
40' Off Label

$)58

Jif

Creamy or Chunky

Dorltos
160z. Bag

e

._.

of",lJ)~-rl1ll 1'"""" F,.,r I.'I'I""I<·"!

:

...COMPARE THE BOTTOM LINE

•

I

' - - ................................ :;:.~ ..;:.;,

BAGGING AND CARRY-OUT A V AILABLE
UPON REQUEST.....,99· VIDEO RENTAL
EVERYDAY! -

~

1702 W, MAIN - CARBONDAlE. ft • 457-0381

We reserve the right to limit quantities
COUNTRY FAIR, 2".' HOlfRS A DAY!
Your One Stop Shopping Experience
Ttl('s(' prices efr(>cl~H' Weonesdav, 9-~ 1-1'\8 111m TUl:sda\', ~1-2;..'>)S
.... ~;"....... -- "'''' • .'''.-''- I" .... -t .. 11'''''' ... ......, ..,; ....
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Half.. Price Detail Job :1&\
Save up to $65 on full size cars.
trucks ond vons slightly more

-All New Facility With-Newly Structured Advanced -Two Separate
Development Programs
Playgrounds for
-Caring Professional
~ Toddlers
Instructors
r~r
Older Children

co~\''.. ~~v.~~
~;::.

...,~'V'
Staff pholD by Ben

Jamal Altamn, Palestinian student from Vaf.
and HIliOf' In dental technology, looks at

photos of Palestinian victims of Israeii
fire.

By Diana MI.elll
The Palestine Student
Association has converted
Ballroom 0 into an open book
of information with the hopes
of making University students
aware of the more than 40
years of conflict in Palestine.
"American
government
blindly

suppt'rts

Israel

no

matter what they are doing.
The United States supports the
IsraE'lis with tear gas and
weapon:; they are using to try
to drive the Palestinians out of
their own homeland," Ashraf
Nub.:.ni, member of the
assodation, said.
According to a handout
distributed at the information
table, almost half of all U.S.
military and economic aid
goes to Israel.
Nubani said, "Americans
sbould have a say to where

their dollars are going."
Nubani said Palestine is an
Islamic issue. "We are
hting as Muslims; our
. ion tells us to fight for our
lan ," he said.
The Palestinian Liberation
Organization differs with the
views of the Islamie
movement because the PLO is
willing to settle for half of
Palestine while the Islamic
movement wants all of their
land back, Nubani said.
"This land is the same land
my grandfather used to plant
in and DOW they are being
kicked out."
Posters set up in Ballroom B
and article clippings from
various publications, depicting
bloody scenes and violence,
tell the story in color.
A television has been set up
to continuously play an edition
of NightJine that explains the
conflict's history.

.
!

"American government blindly supports
Israel no matter what
they are doing.
II

-Ashraf Nubani

Nubani said Palestinians in
the West Bank and Gaza Strip
don't have the same rights as
the Israelis.
''They can't vote, they aren't
represented in the lsreel
parliament, they can't elect
their own governmental
parties. They have no political
or legal rights. Less funds are
used for Palestinian education.
Schools and hospitals are less
equipped. Everything is
second rate for
the
Palestinians," Nubani said.

Soybean disease is baffling
University profs
invdved in search
for cure of SOS
By Loria Roberson
StatfWriter

As researchers at SIU-C
continue their search for a
cure, a soybean disease
continues to severely damage
soybean fields, a University
professor said.
Sudden Death Syndrome,
whose origins continue to
stump researchers at the Plant
and Soil Science Research
Studies, has the potential to
wipe out an entire 1ield of

~:f::O~S 'of ~ia~\ ~~le;~

Science, said.
Myers said researchet"S have
not decided on whether the
diseJ.se is caused by a bacteria
or a fungus. '
"Our early work indicated
there was a bacterial
:>roblem." Myers said, "but 80
percent of the people fecl it's a
fungus,"
Researchers al e looking at
over 3t~1 varieti~s of sovbeans
to de(ennir;e ·.\'hich are
f'uwl I-::I!y ,;upcnol
to
·.,i'h~(.W0

sn~.

s[lId

Paul

Gibson, assistant professor of
plant and soil science. Gibson
said preliminary findings
showed that some varieties
were more susceptible to SDS
than others, but, at this point,
none of the varieties studied
appear to be totally immune.

SDS shows up
markedly when moist,
cool weather follows
the reproductive
season, much like
Southern Illinois has
experienced this past
year.
Regardless of what causes
Gibson said it is
definitely a soil·borne disease.
SDS shows up markedly
when moist, cool weather
follows the reproductive
season, much like Southern
Illinois has experienced this
past year, Gibson said.
Myers said the first signs of
SDS include yellow spots on
the leaH'S. "1"e tops of the
I':a\'e;: milV appear brown. as
th"ugh " ·::.:l; .."Ltt.1·[I'\'~.r has
SOS,

yrf--~ ~~~.

Sj~n

Exhibit promotes awareness
of Israeli-Palestinian conflict
StatfWriter

A.80 -'!/f()

....

swept over tlL~ top of the
field," he said. 'Upon closer
examination, the diseased
plants will appear scorched
except along the veins of the
leaf."
Myers also explained that
even though the leaves show
the first signs, the disease also
enters the seed ~ and affects the beans. 'Many times
that results in seed pods faUL.,g
off of the plant, causing total
devastation," he said.
Substantial soyLean losses
due to SDS have been reported
in the southern one-thircf of the
state, Gibson said. He said
they have heard of some 4:Ues
in St. Clair County and::~
previous.years, as far nOI:dulS
Champaign County.' .
Although Gibson said some
Dlinois farmers may expect to
lose up to 15 percent of their
soybean crop, Myers said the
disease is not really going to
affect anything much greater
than it already has.
Myers said the disease was

~~~~:..ot;i~~h~ ~~~eMl~~Sih~~
became severe enough in 1985
to warrant research. Funding
for the research at SIU-C was
provided by a $16,000 grant
frOir. the Illinois Soybean
Prr'gr" l!l OlW'rating Roal:(t

ClhLU
DEVELOPMENT
( ..l::NTER

....

For more Information. Itop by
3J2 S. Wall ~f., Carbondale or call 529-KIDS

~~.;;...,::>-c:~:>-<:j..-O'ooo-.o-.o-c:;;>o<:?<:>-<:;>o<;~
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Wednesday

HIGH
.; ~, JUnGLE
STOll

. ' 7;.,)

,

JUNGLE JUICE
ELEPHl\NT BEER

~.

gg¢

,

All

p
..

Original 3 for 1 Happy Hour
4 to 6pm and 9-10pm

(j§s

~
r')

:-.:Jungle Steak-K-Bob $6.9S,Q_
.,.
.~.\

Student Progra __ lng Council
w. Progra. Ixell.....,1

We encourage you to
became an active member.

nd
.Tallgate

__1---------1

• Comedlan/Hypnotlst

Tom Deluca
Friday, Sept. 30, '88 8pm
...- - - - - - - -.... Student Center Bal!room

• .....tDln..... ..
Entertaln....nt
Saturday, Oct. 1,'88
5:30pm - 7:00pm
- - - - - - - -.. c: ••" .... ~.... Center Ballrooms

.Celebrlty Serl..

Saturday, Oct. 1, '88
10:30 am - 1:00 pm
Free Forum Area

Butch Thompson =&;rt~h;he~N·~te;~w~_,t_ _ _ _ _. . .
Orleans Ragtime 0
Saturday, Oct. 1, '88 8pm
Shryock Auditorium

.S.luld Football
Saturday, Oct. 1, '88
1:30 p.m.
McAncl-:ew Stadium

.Iuffet Brunch ..
.Iowlln. "llIlIareis
Fashion Show
Ilu. . lash
Sunday, Oct .2,'88 9om-noon
Saturday, Oct. 1,'88 Spm
Student Center

Student Center Ballrooms ~-----

.Tlcke.. Available at the Stuelent Center Central Ticket OHIce
For mont Ink»rmatlon call SPC at 536-3393

4th floor
Student Center
Video Lounge
All Shows $1.00

Reefer
Madness
7:00 and 9:00 pm

September 29 & 30

~t. 23& Saturday 24
11:00 pm ONLY

North Ity North....
Friday Sept. 23 & Saturday Sept. 24
7:00& 9:00pm

"'r
Window
sunaa;;

Supt. 25
3:00.5:001. 7:00pm

Student Canter Auditorium

Ai, SecrtI SI.C/Q

For m.,~ informati,-'" contact SPC at 536-3393

For more Information call SPC '36·3393

ComedianIH ypnotist

Tom DelucQ

October 16, 1988
$14.00
C ost: Only
(Regularly $16.00)
(Does not include transportation)
For I .. ore information contact SPC at 536-3393
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COCHRAN'S AMOCO
Savings bonds provide help
I -.~ on Change Special
in paying
educational
costs
tV Oil, Lube and filter
o.ao

I

I

ByKath......
StaffWnter

Tuition and fees increased 99
percent at comlY~nity
colleges, 174 percent at pclllic
universities and 152 percent at
'vate institutions in Illinois
rrom 19'Tl to 1967, according to
a college savings bonds
brochure.

The rising C06t of higher
education has led lliinois to
offer saviI:gs bonds that have
special advantages if used for
eduational expenses.
The first sale was in January
and the second ont' ended last
week.
The sales were so successful,
another may be held Ot'xt ~:t:ar,
Robert Clement, director of
agency relations for the
Illinois Slate Scholarsbip
Commis.<:ion, said.
Clement said about 44,000
bonds were sold in January.
Some peo{lle bought more than
one, he said.
"Some states are trying to
ease the crunch of higher
education by offp.ring pre-paid

tuition plans. We're using

savings bonds. They are good
investments," hesald.
One advantage of college

bonds, as comPared to other
investments such as certificates of deposit, is thRt bond
proceeds are not taxed by the
state or federal government.
Clement said.
H the studen~ attends an
approved Illinois school, the
state will pay an additional
$100 to $-:.00 to the college
towards the studen.t's
edul'.ationai expenses, he said.
Aiso, the first $25,000
received is not considered an
asset in the state financial
needs test, be said.
The bonds are zero coupon
bonds, v'Lieh mean purchasers
do not get interest installments
but do get the interest added on
until it reaehes the face value,
he sai~.
There are no restrictions on
whether the bonds have to be
used for education or oot,
Clement baid. First Chicago
Bank estimated 93 percent
were bought f('r educational

purposes,hesaid.
Janet Finnerty, of Student
Special
f
Work and Financial Aid, said .
she had the impression that a
Most
I
lot of grandparents were
buying the bonds for their I 800 E. MaID.
~n Necessarvl PhI
grandchildren's educations.
~lIpon_--_--~~9.:I!.~.!tJ
First Chicago bank estimated I~b;!~~~
that 15 to 20 percent were sold
Carbondale's 19th Annual
to grandparents, Clement said.
"It's a good, tax-free investment even if it isn't us".d
for education." he said.
The minimum number of
years until maturity is five and
the maximwc is 20, he said.
'The time \b.lJ.l. a certificate of
deposit matures can range
from six months to a year.
In the January sale, the fiveyear bonds offered 6.3 percent
IDterest and the 2O-year bonds
reached 7.9 percent, he said.
SIU Arena Parking Lot
The interest rate is oot adjus table and does not change
*Ralndate: Sun .• Sept. 25
until the bond matures.
Additional information can
be attained by writing to the
Yard Sale
lllinois State Scholarship
with over
Commission in Springfield or
to the Illinois Board of Higher
Education
Space Available

5
I

math professor
University News Service

WaltP.r D. Wallis, professor
of matbematics at the
University, has won the 1988
Outstanding Researcher
Award, given by the College of
Science. An informal reception
to honor him will be held at
9: 15 a.m. Sept. 26, in the
Studmen
. t Center Mississippi
aoo
The researcher award, first
given in 1986, recognizes
fact:.lty members for outstanding
research
achievements over a IlUIIlber
of years. It includes cash to
assist in research-related
travel.
Wallis is an authority in
combinatorial tbeory-a field

Auction

Sat., Sept. 24

SANTA CRUZ, Calif.
(UPI) - Authorities have
placed ll-year-old whiz kid
Adragon De Mello, a June
college graduate, in
protective custody and have
placed his father under
psychiatric examination, it
was reported Tuesday.
The boy was placed in a
foster home after police
served a search warrant
Monday on the home of
Agustin De Mello, 59, after
extensive interviews with

~ ~li~~~~be1i~v~~~~

might be evidence of child
neglect, the Santa Cruz
Sentinel said.
The elder De Mello
refused to cooperate with
police when they arrived
and told officers he was
ailing with a heart problem.
After De Mello refused to
voluntarily seek medical
attention, police imposed a
72-hour pyscbiatric "hold"
on him
.. Aaragon was placed into
a foster home under the
authority
of
Child
Protective Services. As far
as the !)oy is concerned, be
is now in their hands,"

Police Sgt. Bill Aluffi said.
Police confiscated five
l::laded handguns and
suitcases full of ammunition. They also
removed
Adragoo's
schoolwork and more than
20 videotapes.
Adragon's
June
graduation from University
of California at Santa Cruz
generated a floo-i of
publicity nationwide. At a
press conference last month
De Mello told reporters his
soo might be forced to
continue his education in the
Soviet Union or another
foreign (:ountry because the
youngster had been refused
entrance to Ph.D. programs
in the UnitP.d States
In recent weeks Cathy
Gunn, Adragon's mother,
whose identity has been
shrouded in mystery since
the boy gained national
attention, started legal
proceedings against De
Mello over visitation rights,
police s3id in a report.
De Mello had "made a
suicidr pact with his son in
the past" when the boy's
academic career was in
jeopardy. Gunn told police.
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dam-4pm

400 Booths
Call 549-2146

Sponsored by the Carbondale Chamber of Cammerce

PWaIk~~:~~' more

Police put boy genius
in protective custody

1

Yardsale
&

The researcher award, than. 100 ar~cles. in national
first given in 1986,
: ::=~~~~::nals and
recognizes faculty
His latest book, "Commembers for out~r~~:afrusD=~" H:a~
d'
h
ournal
stan. mg researc
~!=Jo:uth~~~emati=
achlevments over a
and Combinatorial Comnumber of years.
PU~
ti of S do
Aus~l"aii:, nar::eive>J
that has applications in
computer science, operations
research and modern physics.
In 1987, he won a $48,500
grant from the National
Science Foundation for his
research on combinatorial
designs.
.
His other research interests
include graph theory, cryptograpby, mathematical and
computer
models
in
geography, and computer

'9.95
American Cars

___ ..

Award given for research
Honor reception
wlll be held for

~

i

:Is
doctoral

bachelor's and
degrees from the University of
Sydney. Before join;n.,. SlU-C
........
in 1985, he taught at La Trobe
University in Melborne and at
the University of Newcastle ill
Newcastle, Australia.
He also was visiting
professor at universities in
Canada, Scotland, and

England.

Wallis, 41, lives in MurpbysbOl"o.

Winning poet
will be given
Hawaiian trip

LAROMA·S PIZZA
Wednesday SpeCial

LARGE liTEM
& 2-32 oz. Pepsi's

ONLY~~,.,-.

$7
w..tr-doy 5pecIoI not wild with ~
other ClOIIP"M. no aubstltutlons.

515 s. II. C·dale

Intramural- Recreational Sports

S

The American Poetry
Association's latest contest
offers a trip for two to Hawaii
as the grand prize.
A $1,000 first {lrize will also
be awarded, With $11,000 in
prizes being divided among 152
ot,ber winning poets.
"Students have been winners in aU our contests,"
Robert Nelson, publisher for
the group, said, "so 1 urge
students to enter now. Later
they may be too busy with

exams."

In the last six years the
American Poetry Association
has sponsored r1 contests and
awarded $101,000 to 2,700
winning poets.
Contest entry is free, and
poP.ts may send up to five
poems of no more than 20 lines
each.
Poems are judged on
originality and sinceri~i and
all are considered for
publication.
Poems may be sent to
American Poetry Association,
Dept. CN-7~, 250 A. Potrero St.,
P.O. Box 1803, Santa Cruz,
Calif., 95061. The poet's name
and address must be on earh
page.
Poems postmarked by Dec.
31 are eligible to win.

Come join us for the evening or
stay overnight. Meet near
the Lake-on-Campus
boat dock.
Bring:

Camping gear, musical
instruments, cookout food and
your singing voice.

This is an alcohol-free activity
(alcohol is not permitted).
For more information, contact Peter Hatlestad
at SRC 536--5531. Rain date 9/30 -1011.
- - _________ .coupon. __________ _
Good for FREE equipment rental at
Base Camp for the Campus Campout
Friday, Sept.23

I
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DOLE

GOLDE" RIPE
WAS

BANANAS

44¢~

Q

."'"..,......~
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LIMIT 3PER FAMILY PLEASE

PEPSI· DIET
DEW • DR. PEPPER
12pks
120z. Can

PRICES GOOD THRU. SAT. SEPT 24 th '88. RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS
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Amnesty International works for human rights
By Jon Maguire
Staff Writer

T'ois year marks the 40th
anniversary of the adoptioo of
the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights by the General
Assembly of the United
Natioos.
Tbis
human
rigbts
declaration, comprised of 30
articles, is a charter of Amnesty International.
To celebrate this occasion,
Amnesty International bas
become involved in a worldwide concert tour called, "The
campaign of Hope Tour,"
featuring pop stars such as U2,
Tracy Cb-apman, Bruce
Springsteen, Peter Gabriel
and Sting. The tour aims to
raise awareness of Amnesty
International and buman

advocated the use of violence.

Amnesty International, a nonpartisan and nonprofit organization, works for the protection of
human rights worldwide. It works for the
release of prisoners of conscience.
rights.
In a v;sit to the Student
Center last week, Marjory
Byler, regional director of
Amnesty International from
Chicago, said the tour will
effectively inform people of
Amnesty International and its
goals.
"U's good to have famous
people, people we admire, belp
us and take up our cause
because they can reach so
many more people," Byler

said. "They are with us
because they are firmly
committed to our message."
Amnesty International, a
nonpartisan and non-profit
organization, works for the
protectioo of buman rights
worldwide. It works for the
release of prisoners of c0nscience. The group defines
prisoners of conscience as
those who are beld captive
because of beliefs, race, sex or
religion, and have not used or

~::r~~a::

abolitioo of cruel and UI1USuai
purusbment, such as torture
imd the death penalty.
''There is a moral line we
bave cboseD to walk." Byler
said. "It's not an easy one
individually, but we bave to

walkil"
ODe ci the ways Amnesty
International belps is by
writing letters to governments
who are violating the
Universal Declaration of
Human Rights_
"No one likes to be told that
be or &be is a torturer:' Byler
said. "8ome ci the letters get
read, some get wadded up and
thrown away, and some never
even make it to where they
weresenl"

In 1987, 150 prisoners were
released that Amnesty Interantional bad adopted.
"We bave made human
rights an item on the agendas
ci countries worldwide," Byler
said.
Amnesty Interantional does
not stop until the offenders
stClp. Two actiOllS they are
working to stop are Ule use of
nerve ps on civilians in Iraq
and public executioos if', China.
'!'here are five Amnesty
International groups in
Southern lllinois including one
in Carbondale, which started
in urn. Amnesty International
also bas received letters from
SIU-C students wanting to
start an Amnesty groop.
Amnesty International was
awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1977.

Volunteers can experience
wild life in conservation jobs
By LorIa Rober8on
StatfWrlter

Students take a walk 00 the
wild side in the natural
resource program sponsored
by the Student Conservatioo
Associatioo.
The Resource Assistant
Program provides participants the opportunity to

=v~~~!i

fisheries, forestry, recreatioo

f::?rge::?~te:!~~eol~gld

bydrology.
"We're not an employment
agency and we can't guarantee
anything," said Assistant
Program Director Wallace
Elton, "but usually, students
use their experience with SCA
to get paymg jobs in their
prospective field."
The SCA will be offering
over 800 positions in over 200
national parks, forests and
wilderness areas of 1988 and
1989. Elton said 150
preliminary positioos will he
announced in November and
an additional 650 will be announced in December. These
positions have starting dates
between January and April
19119.

The Student Conservatioo
Association, bealk:tuartered in
New Hampshire, is a nonprofit organization that
provides
expense-paid
volunteer positions in

~:chr!ti°ilie ~!~o:a,er;.c~e:

The Resource
Assistant Program
provides participants
the opportunity to
receive hands-on
experience in such
areas as wildlife and
fisheries, forestry,
recreation management, archaeology, trail
maintenance and
hydrology.

white-tail deer, ducks, geese,
and also did a relocatioo
project on the giant Canadian
geese."
Reinbold said the program
was a good experience and be
was even offered a chance at a
pa~ job frum the U.S. Fish
and Wilillife Service.

Service, U.S. Forest Service
and Bureau of Land
Management, Elton said, but
the program is not limited to
those wi!:b an educational
interest in conservation and
resource management.
"We bave a lot ci positions
for people from all kinds of
academic backgrounds," be
said.
David Reinhold, senior in

Participating in the program
is the equivalent ci having a
full-time job, Elton said, but
~cipants do not get paid.
;:,CA and the cooperating
agency provide a travel grant
to cover transpor1atioo costs to
the program, free housing, a
uniform allowance if one is
required, and a subsistence
allowance for food and basic
living expenses.
Elton said SCA volunteers
provide the agencies with the
additional staffmg necessary
to complete what they wculd
not otherwise be able fA) do
within their own budget and
staffing Iimitatioos.
Even though the work is
sometimes bard, Elton said,
many people enjoy it and a lot
ci people other than students
join the
just to do

Refuge in South Dakota doing
general maintenance 00 the
refuge, nest-dra~ging for
ducks, and conducting wildlife
surveys.
"We figured out bow manr,
animals were on the refuge, '
Reinhold said. "We studied

"Positioos are competitive,"
Elton said. ''We usually have
two to four times as many
applicants as we do positions."
Elton said SeA places
volunteers in over 35 states
including Alaska and Hawaii
and some volunteers earn offcampus elective credits.

~~~k~Ja~sunwil~:

something~t.

Rural Americans want more help
WASHINGTON (UPI) Bureau recently reported the
Rural Americans feel the rural poverty rate, 16.9 pergovernment is not doing cent, is higher than the
enougb to help their com- national average. Some
munities flourish, three figures indicate industries
senators said Tuesday in tend to put blue-collar
releasing a survey that will be production-line jobs in rural
used to boost rural develop- areas while the white-eollar,
ment legislation.
professional jobs stay in ClUes.
The survey of 600 rural
"What we see in this (surresidents showed a deep vey) is that rural Americans
commitment to the sense of see two Americas. Tbey see
community and moral values themselves
economically
in rural areas and small towns. separated from the rest of
But residents voiced concern America,"
said Leaby,
about economic conditions and chairman of the Senate
52 percent said the govern- Agriculture Committee.
ment is ignoring tbeir
Peter Hart Researcb
problems.
Associates conducted tbe
Sens. Patrick Leahy, O-Vt., telephone interviews in midThad Cochran, R-Miss., and August for the survey, comTom Oaschle, 0-8.D., said the missioned by Rural Voice, a
results of the survey would be non-profit group organized by
a tool to get Congress to pass Ltahy.
rural development legislation
Jeff Garin, the Hart offida!
next year. One such hill is who presented the r~ults, said
tJOg<"'~ down in the Senate
the survey iouno only :r.
Agriculture Committee th,s percent thought ti,e gu\"ero·
','ear
men! was doing ;) g(l()d '"
. About 59 million people Lv!:' excellent job of treating rural
III rural cOl'ntcs. The Census
prclblem,; ',ni) 37 pucent
Page 14, Daily Egyptian, September 21. :988

thought economic conditions
were good or excellent and 51
percent rated overall c0nditions in rural areas and
small towns as very good or
pretty good.
However, on those three
questions responses of "fair"
or "just OK" were rated as a
sign of dissatisfaction. On the
questioo ci economic cooditions, 47 percent replied
"only fair" and on thequestioo
of the federal res~, 46
percent said "only fau"."
Garin said tbe survey
measured mare than gripes by
rural residents.
Respondents said tbe
government should look
beyond agriculture when it
comes to rural development.
The largest bloc, 46 percent,
said the government should
focus on other jobs and indll.l>tries, :is percent said the
focUS should go to agriculture
and 14 percent !'aid thp.
government should work on
both.

LacfIeS Chic &Sunset Blues (reg. to *40)

'14.99
Also ...
Ladies Dress Slacks (reg. to '60)

'14."
Men's Shirts (reg. '21)

'9."

Men's New Fall Tops & Shirts
(reg. to '..0) 25% OR
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2634302:::
CA.RS,?NDALf ! BDNN Opf I\J~
n'sne:j Maple Greve Apol'l..,..en~!>
\\'o'er ond trosh fvrrtrshEPd. new

HOUSE

~hDd~ lot pay o"ly 60 p.rcen' of
SJ3C, p£.r rn,-'~·t., 549·D546

Ull/,I'G\

] BD~M Gnl'oJ lor (.:, .•.. (. O. ~'nqre
::jwe'
-N(!/: <I:Olollarr'l... d ~fJ';" rlose
to :"IU S 150 Scvlhwoom, Pork 529

; ~J9

ro'PQt. new wr('ldows. "ew doors
newmoftress o.,d plc/torm Nopets

10· I} 88

~~~~~:aserh~g, 457·5964

~:~;oo;~Dt.\.'~:~!~~~m~vs,(J~J~anJ

28D38017:

25 I 98c38

:~~O~,U:~R:n :;;: ~;es::~ C;~~ , t~~7~2;~~2~e:r14~~~:;3~ObJy prKed'
fown

home

wJfh

sw

exd~$jve

loca"on. skylights /,.. spacIous bdrm

9-30·88
27S48c30
CARBONDALE NICE. CLEAN I or 2

~~:iat~os!:.nc~~nJ::,:~ods. r~::n~~~: ~~;':;~3~~~O:::.d~6iuje,
&quip. lorg& kitchens, Coli Chri5 451·
8194 . .r;"9-3913_
9-26-88 ........ , , . , . , . 28018a26
CARBONDALE LA~GE EFFICIENCY.
furn opt_ neor mmpu5. bath. full
kitchen. ac, qui.' ssmn9. free
pork/ng. LincoJn Village Apts .. S. S J
and Pletllon' Hili Road next door fo
Salukl Laundromat. Fall S200 per
month. Resident monage,. on
premises. Coll.s49~6990.
'·30a ............... 27568030
UNFU~N/SHED

EXECUTIVE

pork Coli
2 BEDROOM. GREAT for couple or
single. q .... 'ef. weJf-rnaJnto}ned' pork.
dOle to SIU. SI50 Southwood5 Pork
529- 1539
9·U1-S8
S5028clO
FALL 2 BDRMS funt, jXjvote- country
seUing. IdeoJ for couples or grad
Jfu~Ctn's. No pets. 549-4'08

9·27·88..... . . . . 2504Be27
3.5 ,MILES S. of stadIum In prlvote
areo. Claon, 2 bdrm. lorga deck.
(ro5h and wafer paId. $225 mo
Leal.r"'!u/red.549·2291.

~:;~~~Ep.r 2mob~::;,. 54~~;i r,~~' :.1::' ~~~m ':::~~h;'"':'7~~

or 549·5260.

~~:~NoAi.Ei BoRM ... r32t'~4

;0" 457-7..22 oHer 5:00~.urnII

•
·26-88 ... - ........... 29128026

North. 549.3850.
9·26-118 ............... 2649B<26

!n~'!~;n~~;~:~:: :~J'r::'~s:=

mo_ Locoled 2 mI.

~tl~~::"fu~:~ed~ ~~fu;;~,,:; ~:'~;2!:.~;;=·

ea.' ;" U·Mall

da~:

549-6612

:;;:&...... Ca"529~262O:. 29448024 t~-::D' BEHiND ~NiVEitS~W:~
..

. . :.','.1

at 230 Hoseman , mil. fa SfU. 2

not

Wedgewood HIIII. 1001 E. Park. 2
bdrml In 4 bdrm fum. hous •• 513 S.

House.
4lL

"LUXURY"

HOMES o~

;'r~~~:.'h~:~A~~:823:~.

13

r;:.~:' ,:;;:n:'lf';.':/~7.': :o.~c:::.5596· .......... 27158<36

SW 'oco~an skr"ghls In spacIous

==~:~·,::~=!~f~;

YAMAHA ELECT. OIIGAN 4,.,. old.

8rond n.", tond. paId
loalllc. SB50. 457·52 If.

S290C

~~:~R: . iASS . Lf.$SON~39~,!

Z:r Ho~r:,:~';1..s'::.~ i1~
6140.

9·n"'8 ..............

5304An2<
BAnLE OF THE Ionds. SIgn up nowl
W. want and need your usee:
"'!ulpm... '. I'rovwbs SSO down. SSI
a mOlith '0 qllG'Wed buyers. Sount
C"",Musle. In S. illInois. 457·5641.

~~D' GUITAR' $YNTHE:,~~~-g:

700M/D/. wllhtoH. Coli 687·2579.

fOR RENT .

FURNISHED I BR. lo~ rooms. qu/.'
$245 mo. include, warer, days 453·
2365. nil•• 529·2340.
9·21 -88 ............... 25698023
FIVE MINUTE WALK 10 compul from
thIs 'oy otIy modern one-bdrm furni.httd ap'. 'n quI.' nelg"borhood'.
SerIous students or prolessionols
only. See It and you will know
0
II_I 01 S295 mo. 457-4803 _
6
pmforappl.
10-10-88 . . . . . . . . . .. .. 26428036
NICE NEW 2 bdrm opt. Centro' air,
wall ro wall corpef. wasner·dryer
Int. $ou,hda'. Apartments S42S mo.
549-7180.
9·26"'8 ............... 27168026
, AND 2 bedroom, lum or unfum.
air. co~t. wat.r, e.I:811_n, rates.
457-4608 or457-6956.
10· 10·88. . ........... 2576_
MURPHYSBORO·LARGE 3
kitchen. new bolh. livIng and d/mn;
roam; $300 L_I •• ulII"'.. partIally
paId. 687-4768.
9·28·" ............... 25928028
APT. HOUSES. TRAILERS. <los. '0

Standanl&

Auto· ....... High II...

,,'s

~C"''''''''

........ MDW.........

_room.

The One, Two, Three
Guarantee

1.
2.

51U. lto/m. F(l1J 9 mo,

you dial 5)6.3311 and call the Daily (1",1iM dassihed
c!epartm... ,.

You alree to run your ad to sellmerchanchse (no rentl.ls or
commerCIi•• business) for any number of days belinning
any day of the we-ek dUring Sept~bef 26 throu&h
~ ..

You. merchand.se can not ekceed 'SOO.

.Calha

We." TV'•. 5 ' - . va'.
Tv.S_Repalr
FNe&tlmotM
AlIO VOl Repair

A 1·'" 715 S.III.

::t,.t

rotes. Spedo' e.,,,,,ded ;an'raef.
Colllll/no/l Mabile Hom. Renlal :.
833·5475.
TIRED OF ~OOMMATES? S/ng/. on.
_room. furnIshed. no pels. SJJ5
monlh. very cI.an. Locoled 2 mil..
east of University Mall cl05.
Ike
Honda. 549·6612 dayl. or 549·3002
ofter 5 pm.
10·1l-88 ............. 2742Bc37
NOW RENTING FO~ foil. 28 y_rs In
Mob"_ Home ren'o/s.
For
knowledge of Mobr'_ Home living.
check wJfh us flrsf. 'hen compare_
No appointment necesl0l)'_ Sorry.
no pets. Qul.t atmosph..... 2 and 3
bedroom homel. GHuon MobJle
Pork-closest park to compus In
town. 616 E. Pork. Roxanne Mobile

9·26-ea .•............. 27/281>26
3 BEDROOM HOME In M'boro $175
S;~-4~'1~'00 o.paslt. Call Johnny al

a.EAN MOBILE HOMES for renl
One·holl mI. _II of SIU. Qu/e' ....II·
ma/nlolned Park. 451·3586 Greg

'.27.as ............... 25NBb27
3 8DIIM $230. 2 bdrm $/SO. I bdnn
$'30. 4 mI. _
of s/U."""'"
& . _ 9 am·' pm. 987·2555.
$MALt I /100M house. Fumllhed. 2

,."t. .-.onal>!.. Allowonc.. for
~/"', GII.. on Court. 616 E.
alk for Wollace. 457·6405
9·29·88 ... _ ........... 2602Be29

La,.,.

0."_.

C~11~~,:a6'-,:;"~~~~i. A·

;::~.~':'0.~==::~~517.""· Irolh
9·23.as ............... 278OBb25
ClEAN. PRIVAn 3 bdrm. ham..
Fou' block. &.h/ndR ... OH!M"on.
SlOG 0 month. Two peNons 1150
...... a monlh. Th .... !M"onl SIOO
Q month. New C'CHICh. rug. Must
re"t now. furnished. Two penonl
con rent this for Sl50 each_ G~
maintenance. owned by Dc.n 8tyGftt_
529·3511 or 529·1820
REMODELED. REDUCED RENT! 2
&.Gut"u' huge bdnns. Ga. h.at.
Corper. 2 m_ EOI'_ Hurryl 549-3850.
9.22." . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 2606Bb24
SEa.UDED 'N COUNTRY. 7 ml. 10
SIU. 15 min. 2 bdnn Cottage_ sm_ 3
bdrm. S3OO. N/c.II549.J850
9·23.as ...........•... 2605Bb25
NEAR CAMPUS FOIl Fall. ,..,lIy nlc.
3 bdrrn. fum. hou.... Absolutely no
pels. Call 684-4145.
9·30·88 ............... 26988&30
3 BDIIM. 2 bolh. L.R.. DNR. FMR.
Lorge kllchen
n_
ca",.r. (no ~Is) S300 a monlh.
.....h.-..dryw hookup. 529·2782.

eom

..-....Ied.

ofterSom.

THflEE BEDIIOClM. CARPORT. c.nlroi
I mil. from campul. 529·

'eo,•. 529-3511 ;fil-'

or 529·1820.
9·23.as ............... 2781 8025
TO!' CDALE LOCATIONS. two bdrm.
~;"i;~. Ablolutely no ~Is. Coli

You've finally dedded it's time to clean oul the attic or
5tral"hten out the basement. YOu know thiS stuff IS worth
money, but how do you sell it? Then vou remember that
tht, D~ily Egyptian offers luaranteed da5sifieC' results So

Chris 457~194. 549.3973.
9.26.as .........•..... 2_Bb26
~ 8DIIM HOUSE for ..... ,. e'ose 10
cam""". S260mo .. no~ls. Coli 457·
8596.
9.21.as ............... 2654Bb23
COlY SMAU TWO bedroom. qui.'
northw.lt neIghborhood. larg.
IhcJdy. 0<. $145. I _
, _ . 54939730r457... '94Chrll.
10.6.as ............... 263' 8&34
SPACiOUS 2 801M duple., In quiet.
Nlral . .tt'na.
yard, pet
457-6956_ 457-A601.
,. 801M ON ouisk'rfs of Coritondol..
Lorge yard. c:arport. G-f;. coli 6145730.
'·26-11 __ .. . .. ___ .... 25688b26
ONE 8EDROOM FURNISHED

9·3O.as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 6 _
BASEMENT APT. IN qu/.' ham••
dose to campus. All "fI'ltIes and
/our.dry. F_. No ~Is. 549-4686.
9·26.as ............... 2625B026
IAllGE NEW 2 bdrm apl. wrlh "vlng
room. kllen.... and balh. Fum.

~~~9 ~: :::. ~':1!:c..':":'

5,6 S. Poplor. 529·3581. 529·1120.

'0

't:::~ ~~~:;.5.

fa campus.

If. SJ

:'~'~RNIS~ED Mo,iiE "':;:;IB~!~

Park.

!o~:D !a'::r.fur;~!':<\~d· 1::~
provIded. SI45 ondup. 687·/873
10·13·88 .............. 2608Be39
2
belnns. Nle.. Clean. Itec Room.
Good 'ocollon. CI.an Park. 549·
3850
BEST DEAL. JUST remod.led 2 bdrm.
dose to campus, $140 mo. or buy_
Leave menage. 536-3393 Tom C.
9·28-88 .............. 26/18e18
NICEI a.EANI CHEAPI Only SI501
Don" pt th. hIgh rent b'"es. 2
bdrms v-e-r-y nice S49-3BSD.
'·23·88.. . . . . . . . . . . .. 76748e15
CAIIBONDALE. NICE 2 bdrm mobIle
HIGH RENT BWES? Try SISOI

home with lorge lof, $175.00 per

monlh. S/OO.OO damage. Call
Johnny 529-4212.
9·17·88.............. 2633Be27
PRIVATE LOCATION. BEAUTIFUl
mobIl. home. 519.......
10-4-88 ..
26358e32
IOWCOSTMOBILEhom.l. S/25 and
SI50permon.h.529·....

"ewLuxury
Townhouses

'·2/.as ............... 2n4Bb23
3 BEDIOOM5. 'NCLUDES R«. room.
_het-dry... hookup. d.. hwash....
~\r5',,'".:urr:- campui. $425 mo.

Highest GaGllty

10-17." .............. 21165_1

..,., IIIodI W. CoHet-

t::::
furnIshed. "_'ac..

~:~. ~?Dm:':

S_

campul.
mo. Coli 529·2533.
Io-I7.as .............. 2664Bb41
CAUONDALE. 3 8DIIM ..
(n/e. In_r).
0":. JJ36
E. R.nd"mon. $390 mo. 549-11523.
Io.4.aB .
. .... 26978&32
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5O~ E. College

<::

large 1 Bedroom
& Efficiency Apts.

.Daily Egyptian

SUPER NICE IIEC£Nn Y r_ode/ed

2?-, :~: ;~~;~ ~:=:Ef!

Clean, well maintai~
furnished and
air conditioned

457-4422
Dal!~'

Lowest Prices
Call:

5Z'·1082
On.~m
S04~,.:.~ ..
.c03W~"'''
".-"if\.~~~

'wO.~m

906W.~niel

515 5; 'logan

405 % E. Hester
408Ya E. "ester

501 W. College 2,3
5205. Graham
SOC W. College 2

209 W. Cherry
300 E. College

529-1082
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CARBONDALE
NU.. 1:
I
Or
:J.
bedroom!. located In qUIet pork

SKILlED alCYClIST. STRONG enough
to ride Iront of tondum bicycle on 30·
60m; runs over hilly counlry. wages
nogorloble. 549·3987
923·88
263OC25

Call 529·2432 or 684-2663
10· .. ·88

26448c32

2 BDRI.;. S 160 III,u S200 Io<oled
net- 'ld

Univel'si1¥

moU

For

lormol,on451-6193, eve":Ij
9-2/-86

bem!. accepted for Daily I:g(ptJon
nttws s10ft pl.Jsitiom. lor spring term

26S2Bc2J

FOR RE:Nf OR 501e Two bed-oom'
I .. X52 Centrol au porflol/~ tlJr- ;
r'>lshe-d I mde <;o'-lth of compu:s I
To ..... r ond Count',' Mcbde Home;
Pori<: Coli 549 H98
9·2188
28798c23
CARBONDALE NICE 3 bdrm w·d
one and one-ho}; bath lurnrshpd
water mc/L'ded rent neootloble
457-7082
- ,
9·2 I 88
2894B,23.
TWO BEDRr)OM5 FRONT 0"0 reor . .
for I or 2 people Carpefed and olr :

Plaza. Records} Term papers. theslsd,ss
resumes (tIc For' qlJo/ity
v.:;>rk.coU529."}i22

~/~;e.300E

12"7·H (DE news room) YOu da nol

Roommate.

N. 13,h S'. Murphysboro.
9·26-88 ... ,.,.....

is

al'eratlons. construct~on_ 529·3998

9·28·88 ................ 2946E28
fOR QUALITY CARPENTRY. pa;nting.

008206

roofing and rental repolr_ Call a'

2116. (Also avafloN. through
campus computer hoo~ 'pI).
12·14·88 ............... 5303cn
BE ON T.V. Mony needed for
commercia's. Costing Info. (I )BOS661·6000 Ex!. TV·9501.
9·28-88 ................ 5259C28
EARN UP TO $7.00 per hour. We
need 12 en,hrJslosfk. money
motlllO,ed Individuals lor e~clrtng
new local promotion. Am and Pm

S29·~428.

10-24-88 . .. . .......... 2S64E46
WE DO WINDOWS. painl houses.
clean guffers. ond 011 a.h.,.lclnds 0#
odd ;obs. Coli 549·2541.
9·27·88 ................ 2589E21
A REASONABLE DEPENDABLE child
core In my home day or nigh •. drop.
ins wekom&. ref.,.en,., provkled
529 ... ",12.

q:lWd.i*J

~:'~E~~~ ...~~es~ p:~~trrso~O;::: :'';:!~~~~s~ndafir:;;;:~:.tuC::~7~
Immedlo'e'y In person. Mon. 12
noon
pm. rues ,hru Thurs. 9 am
to 4 pm at '400 W main. Suite 12 (In

'0'"

'0

GOLD. SILVER. BROKEN le_Iry.
srerUng. baseball cords. closs
rings. e'c. J and J Coins. 821 S.

coins.

o...ck 01 Slgte form Ins.)

9·21·88 ............... 2918C23
WORLD BOOK·CHILDCRAFT has
enJoyabJ. (ull or parM'me worlc (or
someone with pleason1 personality.

2816.

9.2' -B8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26478e23
MALE NEEDED TO sublease room in

IlIinoi5.457-683'-

12· 14-88 .............•. 5230Fn
PLEASE HELP .,s.
happily married childless coupl.

ADOPTION,

~~~~eut~f;tl~~~=~3:3:~:~2';~7~uS !:~~~~ ':'j~-:.o~li::lr~~;~h;:~ !e;:::'O,':vl~;
helpful b." no' requl,ed . Coli fred
5
EOE: ... 28B6C34
AVONS NEEDS SANTA'S helpers. A
tr&mendous Chrlsfmas line to s_II.
Coli coiled Nooey
983·5960 or
Carla at 542-5915.
9·26-38 ................ 2904C26
GOVERNMENT JOBS. SI6.040-59.23O
yr. Now hiring. Your
805-681·
6000 Ext. 1-9501 for turtent federal

9.24·88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 212 I 8e26

~~~,~Nc~f,~~~.;;;; o~o:al~ I,,!,,Cc:,~ ~~;~:' 684.
ot451.lJ4.46fordela"..
9.23-88 ............. _ . 27238e25
I ROOMMATE. MALE. wan,ed for Ig.
fum. rm. In huge house w-6 guys.
SI90 mo. Inc. utll.. coble. 451·6539.
9·22.88 .
. 26618&24
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED 2
bdrm. dose to campus. SISO. 3bdrm
on N. &rIdge. qule' area. $135. 5493930.457.11 15.
9·26-88
.... 26858&26

0,...,

Ilsf_

12·5·88 ................ 2948C70
COUNSELOR, SUPERVISOR fOil
"'_pull< Ioster home progrom.
Duties will inclu"- Indlvlduol and
lamlly counseling with mentolly til
and belrov'orlally dIsordered youths
and theIr families. training ond

·:'-':"

...·,.:..·:.1

Duple...

1
L:C;c...;.;.;:",::",;;,;,:":::~,-,"-,,,,:;,~.;;;;i;;J
2 BDRM. HARD wood flOON;. stove.

:~;:~~. "ery nlte. Coil 457-J3.U
9.30-88 ..... . ........ 2620"30
CARBONDALE 2 BORN. appliances.
on Emerald lone near- Murda'..
Yo~.leo_e. S3S0529.IS40.
9·21-38 ..... . .. .... . 2642Bf23
2 BDRM DUPLEX Acred land end 01
~~.~c;:: Voul'ed celllnlls $325 mo.

Quallflcot/ons or., 0 mas'",
In 0 humon s.rvlce "eld. two yea,..
counse"n" .xperlence worldng
d •• turbed YOll"'s and ....,r fomlll..
:=u':::;';:r", ~=::n~=.~
Coordlnalor. JCCMHC. 604 E.
CoJl_. Corbondole. " 62901.

9·21-88 ............... 21118f27
FOIl RENT, ONE bdrm dupl.".
C'OUnlry. e/ec1rl< appliances. ""'1'8
"
corporl. 684-3.413. Coli afl", 5:00 or
w. .~ ...ds.
9·22·88 ............... 2518BI24

will be
9.29-38 ................ 218209
CWS STUDENT WOIIKE/I. 10-15 firs.
Tim.. flexible. gen. offl ... Ma<.
word ".._ _1"11. up. ".-.f. Conlod
Undo Basf... LSII 281 '" ",,1/ 536-

::r,r:~!,:, t=t~OS':r":h~'idr~

d_

with

'l:;::::::':;'. ::'1",110""

!,,::~c!.~:' ~q,!::~~OIr:~:5~2

2301.

~·~~DiNATO.· . Of' ·OEz.:::J1:'

or 529·3030.

~~E-38 riVo .·8DRM" . ~;,ju~~B~~:

MENTAL

Trolnlng

"rograms.

~o::.r!'u~,:!,!~:c;.ss~n:51~~'_nt. :~r~~:et!;'n;'::!p;:::::;~!c:,
n
10.13-88 ............. 26018f39

MAKANDA. BEACH RD .. Cedar

traln.ng.

'ok..

'he oreos of ••/I.help.

menfa"~ dlsablfil odults. Bachelors
::~~.:t ~~~~d,,: ,..,;~;:::~~

mOlntenonce. frosh. 734-041' 011.,
5.

Send
resume '0 five 5101' fnd."trl"
Inc. P.O. 80>< 60. DuQuoin. II 62832.

atmospnere. close to compus. SOf''l
no pets. Roxonne Mobile Hom_
Parle. I mll.S. hwy. 51 549-4113.
9·23-88 ............... 21188.23

liiIIi'Uti
•. 'lj'{1I1
v.
IE ON T.
Many needed It><
commercials. Cas"ng 'nfo_ I.....s.
681_••xI. TV·9501.
9·16-38 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2604C41
CAIISONDALE HUSBAND AND WIFE.
as indlvlduo'. s."aro.. employ...
to clean ond repaIr and .... rnanave'
rental properly. Must
on one of
Employ.r·s
,."Iaf
unl". Wife warlrs offl .. ful/./lm..
has d.rect ....... 10 her 11•• "11 room
fram offIce ond wIth planning should
be obI.
core of her children
If ony. '00. No pets. Cash Income In
oddlfion '0 ren'o' unit and some

I,,,.
,,,,_bedroom

'0 "'...

Each applicant send a separa'e Us..
In
handwriting. 01 whor he or
Post OWce

awn

she can do to quolify to

:~,1I1 ~8 ~~rbon~~'.e '~ .62903 52.. , C23

0

I,fe

~,Cten(~

IS

I
.

·,·q""ed LoborOlory ."pe"encp m

::::~:~~~o; !l~:~~)' ;;s:~~ht~::st~~~s:
r~~~~~;m/n~

~~ J~~ckn:~~~:;

Sou'hern !limo's
UnlVe. sl~y
ot
Corbondo/e Carbondale 1/ 62901 1
eqplJS opp,od'-!n.t., oillf,:,ollVe .
o,'rO!l employer
977118
261104

An

I
i "':,;:-::;'in,,'!!!) I
: 9 22 88

2614124-

.

~

A, TTIC SAl.E· FULL size. bed S50. Kmg
SIze bed S-4D, twin ~"e ,)30. ch-est
draws S40.
,hlldrens clothmg.
dl,hes. efC Cheap. 101 S. Marion,
behind the Rec Center. Flldoy lOom3pm.
0019K25
9·23·88

~·22·88

tJodc

"'vel")

'561P24

9·2"·88

a085P2.

--

........

Sam Sexton
Jeff deGroot
Belated Wishes
to

...'
..~--,-,_ _ _ _......",-,-;,:;J
YESTERYEAR· 1424. OLD We" Main.
Period lomps and gla ... hod•••01••
Tnurs.frl.So'. 10-4,00.
9.23-'8. . .
. ..... 0003L25

Th.lIroth.,..
anti Llttl. Slat.,..
of

Birthday
Wishes to ..

weekend. 211·356·9197

I

YOUR OWN n.'work
mcrketing business. Inves" less
,hon SIOO. for more Informotlon call
Jgmes Harvey af (618) 529·1 !Q3.
9·28-88
. 2122M28

.

TAKING RIDERS TO [tU or !J 01 : and

r"...."....,..----....,..-,.., I

START

I

ONE WAY AIR fore. St lout'S to
~I")choroge, Ak w;th slop ove~ ir:
between~ 53('0080, Coli 549·J9e.:J

Brent Neas

The Men
of

Brad Sickinger
Phi Sigma Kappa
Little Sisters

ATO
Are proud
to present
their Fall '88
Pledge Class

ITI'V
Alpha Kappa PSI

woulelilk. to
thankth.
Laell..
wholol..... ...
MoncIay.v.nl... .
We Hope To
See You All
Again Next Week I

The
ProfeSSional
Business
Fraternity
Proudlly
announces its
Gamma Gamma
Pledge Class

~

Mike

Ranz

You're the
Best!
Happy
Birthday
you
righteous
dude!

Jane Etherton
Mark Filipek

Bernette Ghlmenfl
Curtis Halloway

All my love,

Arlen Hawk

Lynnette

Richard Horlberg

If'. Nothl,. , . . .rtc

Donna Jackson

Haw Somethina
to Say, but

Lori Kelley

Don't I now
How to Say

Ronald Mora

Itt

JeH Nierman

Atll!~

.~~~

~.
':4':'i\'9
1

.$_6Jl-.

Sandi Phillips.·'"

Doug$cott

QUALITY DA YCARE IN my home

:~!~::~HE~1. ~ IU~~;:~~1 ~~~~~~~; ! ~~~ ~~~if~~uC;;t~ ::~,~~;sw!~~ l:t~
ar

LOST
........................
:.·1
iOJT: GOI.D IIOH _ef. If fout>d
,.,..... «>11 MIdteII.... 536-6130.
'·22-38 ............... 2611JG:U

fO~f4-88 ............. _ .
MACINTOSH. 80UGHT A Mac or
new software re«tntly? Ge' persono/iZK ;ro'n;,..~. S.O per nr. Call
:~~_::9-56J7 9am-Spm_
2192E28

SUItable scheduling 01 his COUl'$ftS.

~"0(hem's'ry

~'if"!,;,::;'1d:;,;.;l.:'!;~:r. pIc:
IIdenllal ond fegoJ 24 hours a day.
f.23..9B.
.. 2s.uF25

2563E40

u,!~~lt~~eHu~a:: m;r"be :!~,~:;d.;;

uegm:!.

N~wmcn Ce-fl'er, .519

'0

HOIBISTS·MAII"·S- 'IIA'''~ onll
HahbIu wanfl you to he G'\IIIIIDI'e thot
we con nand'• .,our hobby nH'ds-w.
are locoted In Marloll on Rf .• 3 fasf
of Bohr Ch.... Open Ni-F 5,3(1.9,30
pm. Sa' 10,00 am·9,00 pm. Sun 1oC105,00 pm 993·3701.
9·21-88 ................ 2670E27
TYPING AND WORD _SIng.
ReporlI. Iheses. resumes. ek. 549·
~~:,~ :, ~m-Bpm. IOJ S. Washlng'on.

,p

"ves

"f..

EOE.
9·23-38 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7189C25
EXCELLENT WAGES FOIl spore 11m.
O$s.mbfy work; _I_ctronlcs. crofts.
Olhers .• nfo 1·(504)·641_1. Ext.
4131. Open 1 days.
9·JO.88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2669C30
GOVEIINMENT JO.S. $16.04(1·
$59.230 pw year. Now hiring. Your
areo. 1105-681_. Ext. R·9SOI f.".
cu,.,.nf Federal tlst.
12·5....
. ...... _7C70

CABLE T. V .• NAT. ·Gos. shad•. qule'

~~~~e~~or :y~~h;~~ i~ M~~~;:~~~Og:

coring.

:~=:,~~'al. skl;l:c::"'~r;:

~~r;,::t·d:;:;';.WfI!~::". I~

:::::/ fo';JILob."ro:!~

flden'lol. 011 expanses paId. p'eas.
<oil <""e<l312·190·9516. Pi...... <oJI
JIm and Tn.,.. •.
10·31-88 ............... 2651F51
CASH FOR BROKEN o<·s. We pld< up
Coli 529·5290.
10·5-38 ................ 289OF33
BABY WANTED FOil odopt/on by 0
'ov'ng coupl. unable to hove
chddren. We 0I'ff responSible. conn"
and financially secunt. longIng fo
shore our love with G mudl wonted
baby. Confldenllol. /egol .xpe.. es
pold Call collll<l 11Id< or K....,. 01
312·983-8806.
9·23-38 ................ 28S9F25
PREGNANT?? MY HUSBAND ond I
ore chIldlft" and IIVOCIJd 111e. to odop'
o boby. W. ore well ed&J<Ofed and
hove SO much 'OWl and "me fo 9'"' a
child: ..II medlcoJ .xpens.. pold.
Please call our alforney taIled 217352-8061 ond ",fer'o ErNJ and Lynn.
9·21-88 ................ 210lF23
MALE SMOKERS WANTED, For a
sf4.ld~
of ph~sfo'o,,'ccJl and
psychofog/""J effecls af <1""","smoking. W. will po)' CfIlO""ed
mol.. $15·$50 for 3·6 """ hour
sessions. mornings or of"4II'flOOnI.
Musl be 11·35 yrs. 01" 150-/90 lbo.
Call SIUC "'yo! 'l1"",f Dep/. 536·
2301.
9·29-38 ................ 2705F29
VOLUNTEERS FREE CAIIEER counI.Ung' Needed 10 toke part In
researc-h prolKi. for Info coU 536230 I. Exl222.
9·28-38 ................ 2562F21
BABY WANTED FOIl odoplJon tv a
lo,,'ng couple of phplclons. We oro
responsfo,••
ond f1nonda""
secure. longing to shore our
with a much wanted' baby. Conf.denllol. legof. All expenses pold.
Call
our adoption ottorney.
Lowrence Ropha.l. 312·182·2546
am. 312·14]·3582. (DOC).
10-26-38 ............... 2119f48
LO\'ING COUPLE WISHES 10 odopl
Infon. to shant
love. and
laugh'.... Coli coiled 211-359·2653
or coli lowyerol211.352·8lU1.Ile/er
Roe and Jcq.
9·23-38 ................ 266BF25
WANTING TO RENT, 3 bdrm house.
Sec. 8 portlcipan'. Coli before 3 pm.
529·16611.
9·26-38 ................ 2626F26
MY HUSBAHD AND I ..,. Inter..,..,
'n odoptlng on Inlvnt. OHer/ng 0
J""lng r-n.. wonderful •• _
Iomllv. ond edllCO.lon. If ..... ~_
of anyone who I. considering

683.

0'

"',.""..,="""'=."",.,."-."",.=,.,,

33/1

~.~!:a:::::p:::::.68~~~~~~ [fR.-IB-I,!II!' II if,]

SIU EMPLOYMENT HOT Line. 536·

filth ufO. 687-1415. 8ryon offer 6 pm.
9.23-88 . . . . . . .
. .... 25838e25
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
shore 4
bdrm nome in quiet neighborhood.
SI35 and one fourth ull/. Coli 529·

26BfG2S
.

)1i,-lIEf" "itt$~.
A

Journey

1

9 30·88

~~:k~~s~ ~~~!~,~e~:~t;e,;o:~ ;0

L...-'-~_ _ _ _ _- - l
FEMALE WANTED FOR 3 bd,m
house. Furnlfure, carpellng. quiet
orea, washer-dryer. air. 529·1218.
549-3930.
9·27-88 ...... , .. , ..... 26078e27
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
lorge beautlfu' home. 681-1774 fOf
more In(ormallon.
9·28·8B . . . . ..
. ...... 2521Be29
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED,
Brookside Monor. SI50 mo. Inc. utll.
Graduate studfHI1 or upperclassman
preferred. CoIIS49·3840.
9.23-,8 ............... 290SBe25

Moin Sulle5 (01/549·

STUFFING

.. : r
CATHOliC
Faith !_I!.ll fJiih4 M
I! 22BECOMING
Procell..
Septembe~
730 P"'

. 5396£30 I
TYP/NG·EDITING-WRITING
5"::Jme;
day ~erv:ce
'1 moke you loof.l
goodl . Coll.fS7.205S
10-3-88. . . . .
S.f04E3r
HANDYMAN WitH PICKUP wilt dean
ond haul anyfnmg Moying jabs.
trees cut and r~maved Call 5293451
IU·S·88
5293£33
AUTOWORKS
BODY
AND
Mechanical Repair
Forei9n and
domestic service call. '3 yrs_ e~p.
549·5991.
9·22·88 . . . . .. .... . ... 5454E24
MONTESSORI SCHOOL OF Soulhern
,IIino;s
o#fering pre-school.
kindergarten, darcore (rom 7.30·

hove to be a jOlJrnal,sm mo,Or
10 "88
n32C37
lONG JOHN 51( V£RS needs day
help. apply 2-" pm ond 1·10 pm

THOUSANDS

:~~_::';2~enter. Please coU Brian at !~~::p!~OO e~~~,:peSf~";;~dr~sse;

TYPING ANO WORD proceurng The :

9·22·88 ................ 2696C24
ASSITANT RESIDENTIAL HOUSE
manager 1o supervise home lor
de ••lopmen,olly dlsobled odul.s 2
days-nights per week. S),30.OO pet'
week plus fringe. Experience
preferred. fOE_ Also need s~b·

·1

~258E30

9.JO.88

I for dOyfjme counler and kllcllen
.1 ~~:r,jn~~f.J!I~!;~::or's Polace, 100

ROoms.. .

.

Assocfates 2320 Roslyn Aile DIstrict
Heights Md20747
10-10-88
2S10M36

1331

w'"

2692C28
lease No pets c S 175 mo, 684·2760
I MARION WESTMORE LIQUOR mor'9·'3·88
27028c25 ! Retail derk porl.time, mus' bE' 21
! 9·22·88.. .... .
. 26~OC24
rl--------~I! APPLICATIONS NOW BEING "ken

KING·S INN MOTel (formerly
Sun... '). 825 E Mo.n. C'dal... S50 pe,
week whIle they los'. CoU457-5 r 15
9·22·88
2776Bd25

smission specjo/i~d Low cor renlal • 9·23·88
role.s {musf be 2) fO rent) and extra , ~
low rantol rotes ror ovr 9(:Jroge 1 ~
t'1J~tome,·s 605 N IHmc-jj,. coIl5049-'.

;::~~~o,:,N~25~~R~I,::'~~~~'~7;d

1989 Ar. undE"termmed number 01
,obs
be open. A grammar tlnd
wnt,ng test 10r applleo"« will '>e
give" H1 Room .248 (the rews Job) ot
4 pm. Thursday. Od 13 App{ic-o':on
forms will be ovoiloble of the !ests
or may be Ob1o''''ed j f I the De
managmg cd,tcor'! office. Room

~o~~;:'~:~r.he~~s~o'!;: U:epo~7~ i ~~i~-~8 Main. C~~bon~oj~

.

'E.ARN

r:;~i9~ttl!"dn~o~:::IC C:::;s R~~~~

DE JOB OPENINGS App1,cotrons ore

In

AAA AUTO SAlt~ ana servIce. We 1 LOST lUNG Of J.:eys between lowson

:~;~~~Q()octlvllres,

Say it with
a Smile Ad!

j

and good meols

_ _ _~_~~,....--.

Randall Shaw. Jr.

PREGNANT?

call BIRTHRIGHT
Confidential AI.iltonce

For More Info
Contact Chris

549-2794

536-1311

Free Pregnancy Testing

215W.Maln
i a.;;;;;,;;;;._ _
_ _ _ _--'
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Hundreds hold vigil for Japan's ailing emperor
TOKYO (uPil - Emperor
Hirohito, t.'1e world's oldest
and longest reigning rr,onarch,
was. in serious but stahle
CI)nCl~IOn Tuesday following
massiv( blood transfu.;ions,
and the govprnment began to
lay r>lans for the first succ~sion to Japan's Chrysanthemum throne in 62 years.
Hirohito, 87, who ascended
the throne in 1926 as a god but
re!inquished his divinity after
World War II, underwent
transfusions Monday night and
Tuesday for an intestinal
ailment that have replaced
about oTl~four-th of his blood,
the Imperial Household
Agency said.
Prime Minister Noboru
Takeshita's government
p~nned to decide T~l1l'l!day
wnether to ask Hirohito's

Another favorable
development came
when Hirohito's 22year-old grandc:;on
~
studying at Oxford
d ·s d b the
was a VI e
Y
palace to delay his
return home from
Britain.
oldest son and hereditary
successor, Crown Prince
Akthito, 34, to take over his
ceremonial duties.
Akihito and his wife,
Michiko, visited the palace
three times Tuesday and at

onepointthecrownprincetook
over the signing of official
documents normally handled
by the emperor
Huudreds 0; people maintained a vigillt the main gate
of the sprawling, moatl!d
palacl.: i~ the heart of Tokyo.
and milliol";; In the nation of l~
million stayed close to their
t"lpvisiOlIS to watch bulletins
on the emperor's health.
A number of Japanese,
mostly elderly, sat or kneeled
at a park facmg the palace to
pray for the emperor's
recovery. Shin Watanabe, 58, a
tailor who had made clothing
for the emperor for the past 25
years, was one of thenl.
"1 would like to make a new
suit for the emperor when he
has recovered," h~ sai~.
In an encouragmg SIgn late

Tuesjay,chiefcour-tphysician
Akir 1 Takagi and the empero"1; top two aides were
permitted to return home after
the monarch's vital signs
show~ continued signs of
stabLizing.
Thr ~ physicians monitored
the emperor's condition
arouna thf' clock, and court
offlclall. saia he would continue to.. be treated at the
palace cl.mpound rather th •. n
be hospitalized.
Another
fa vorable
developmen< came when
Hirohito's 2?-,)'ear-old ~andson, Prince Ay.'. studymg at
Oxford, was ad\l:sed by the
palace to delay LIS return
home from Britain in light of
theemperor'simprovem..:-nt.
Docto~ believe the empe.or
is suffenng from a swollen

pancreas, which has blocked
the flOW of bile from his gall
bladder, resulting in signs of
jaundice.
Long running speculation
that Hirohito has cancer since
undergoing intestinal bypass
surgery a year ago to cor~ect
the same problem could not be
officially confirmed. The frail
and stooped emperor weighs
about 100 pounds, having [ost
about 13 pounds since the
operation.
At a 9 p.m. news briefing, an
Imperial Pallice official said
the emperor remained in
serious but stable condition
after receiving a new round of
blood transfusiOns late in the
day.
His temperature, which had
climbed to 99.4 early Tuesday,
dropped to 98.4 at 9 p.m.

Hindus riot during statewide strike; six injured
CHANDIGARH, India (UPI)
-Right-wingHindus,enraged
ov~r. ~ sla~g of a Hi?du
politicIaJl by SilJl separatists,
rioted Tuesday during a statewide strike called on the eve of
a visit by Prlrue Minister
Rajiv Gandhi to troubled
Punjab state, officials said.

BJP. The strike had little
effect in rural areas of the
Sikh-dominatedstate..
In the state capital of
Chandigarh, however, police
said six BJP activists were
injur-ed in incidents of violence
as Hindus prepared to attend
the funeral of Abilashi, kilied

release 138 people, many of
whom were detained during
the July Iss.; military oc·
cupation of the Golden Tem·
pie, Sikhdom's holiest shrine
located in the Punjab city of
Amritsar.
Police reported most
businesses closed Tuesday
across Punjab, complying with
a general strike called to
protest the death of Hindu
politician Hit Abilashi, state
leader. of the right-wing
Bharatiya Janata Party or

BJP members gathered at
Chandigarh's central shopping
center, where they attacked
shops and pOlice before
leaving for Abilashi's
cremation, a solemn occasion
attended by about 10,000
people.
Police also said about 200
BJP members rampaged
through the central bus
station, torchin~ four
motorcycles, smashing the
windows of shops, vehicles and
businesses, and hurling rocks

m::'!u:~ it~oJirs~~ ~o:trs:;:8sr:.' of gunfire

at police lines.
Officers staged baton
charges
against
the
protesters, who before
dis~rsing shouted "Death to
Raliv Gandhi," and "The
Punjab p,roblem is because of
(Gandhi'S) Congress (I)

claimed some 2,000 lives. Sikh
tllilitants claim the Sikhs are
dis~rimi~ated .ag~inst l:ly
India's HmdumaJonty.
The BJP president in
Chandigarh, Prem Sagar Jain,
charged, "It was criminal for
the administration not to

direct control of New Delhi
since Gandhi in May 1987
~cked an elected m;,der~te
Sikh government, but oUier
speakers alleged the ad·
ministration failed to stop the
militant drive to create a Sikh
nation named "Khalistan," or
"Land of the Pure."

~k~ ~t!ila~:l ~

Police also said about 200 BJP members
"ampaged thro gh +he cent"al ,., s stat/'on
U
l'
,,~ U
,
torching four motorcycles, smasning the
' d
f h
h' ,
db'
wm ows 0 SOpS, ve Ic,es an
usmesses,
and hurling rocks at police lines.

Punj3b administratioll that
the situation has im ,roved,"
said Baldev Pruash, a
mo;mber of the BJP's national
executive. "These statements
were made (for) the prime
minister's visit."
Gandhi's visit, his first to
Punjab since 1986, involved
deJ,)Ioyment of some 10,000
reinforcements
of
paramilitary personnel,
bolstering Punjab's security
f~~ ~ l2O,OOO-strong, of·
flCl&ls said.

"

(Party)."
provide security RUards for the
The Hindu-dominated BJP president (Abilashi) even
believes Gandhi's ruling party through he had told them that
should deploy the army to for the past one month he had
quash the Sikh separatist been shadowed by the
campaign in Punjab, where terrorists. to
political violence this year has
Punjab has been under the

POOR DRYS ONLY
Croquet Club
50C

I

$2.50
$1.05
2 for i

Drafts
Pitchers
Speedralls
Shots of Schn~[lps

t

Long Sleeve Tee Shirts
in a great assortment
of styles and colors

HANG TEN

It

.Separates

Fully Lined Wool"Blend
Snits

S34"

* Politics
And The Media
Featuring Elmer W. Lower,
Former President ABC News
Friday, September 23-7:00pm
Student Center Ballrooms

Big Screen TV
Nationwide poll
of international students
Student Center Ballrooms
Sunday. September 25-6:~5pm

'r_ And Open To All
·-Citizens of the Community
·-International Students
--American Students

s10"

Peabody Hoase Suits

40% off

* Pr••ldentla. Debate/DllICu..lon

Shirts & Tops

S9"
ii·

I

Gap& Swatch

Lee

_IlQ_e

h.

c::I'1LCi by .1.5'

Choose from a great selection of
frosted, stonewashed or ink soaked

FASHION DESIGNS
Mon"Sat
10am,,6pm

608 S. Illinois
Carbondale
549.. 2431
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Bennett spends final day teaching 2nd graders
HOLLIS, N.H. (UPI) William Bennett, on his last
day as OOucation secretary
Tuesday, mixed partisan

~r;:lde~~r~!ticres:::'

!

friendly, CiiilSel'Vative New
Hampshi.."e.
In a visit sprinkled with
criticism of Democratic
presidential candidate
Michael Dukakis, the outspoken Bennett endorsed New
Hampshire's Republican
candidate for governor and
taught a second-grade class.
Bennett spent much of his
time on his last day as a
Cabinet member comp;!ring
what he called New Hampshire's low-cost educational
achievements
with
Massachusetts'
"disappointing record" under
Dukakis, the Bay State's three-

tenn governor.
Pushing a familiar message
of local control in educational

studies and funding, Bennett
praised New Hampshire for its
high ranking on college aptitude tests in spite of being
near the bottom nationally in
state funding for education.
"It would be a terrible thing
if intellectually, culturally,
educationally, New Hampshire beame a suburb outpost
state of Massachusetts," he
said at a Nashua news confE·rence.
Bennett - who received a
front-page welcome from New
Hampshire's conservative
newspaper, The (Manchester)
Union Leader - criticized
Dukakis's educational record
as unimpressive.
"There is not a tradition of
local control and, as a result, I
think t.he achievement levels
speak for themselves, " he

Burger King flubs history lesson
MIAMI (UPI) - Bur-ger
King Corp. has flubbed a
history lesson meant to
honor American teachers
and hilZhlight the value of
education.
The fast-food chain made
several mistakes in its
version of American history
as told in the promotional
campaign, "Education
Enriches Everyone."
Promotional materials
used in the campaign incorrectly identify Thomas
Jefferson as the author of the
U.S. Constitution, and list
the year of President Lyndon
Johnson's birth as 1903.
Johnson was born in 1908.
The wrong information
was printed on thousands of
tray liners used in Burger
King restaurants, on
bookmarks, and posters

intenoied for use in
classrooms.
Burger King says the
mistaken birth date was a
~phicai error, but it is
sticki'lg by its claim that
Jefferson penned the
nation's premiere legal
document.
"Before Thomas Jefferson
could pen our constitution,
he was schooled in history,"
the materials state.
Historians generally
credit another Virginian,
James Madison, with
shaping the substance of the
U.S. Constitution, although
the document itself was
produced by a committee.
A delegate from Pennsylvania,
Gouverneur
Morris, wrote the final draft,
said WaIter Avis, a
spokesman for the Com-

Jefferson was in Fran~ in
1787 at the time of the
Constitutional Convention
and did not attend, Avis said.
"He may have had some
influence, because he wrote
letters, but certainly he was
not the author. You couldn't
even say he was a significant
contributor. "
Jeiferson is credited with
writing the Declaration of
Independence.

said.
Politics surfaced again when
Bennett arrived at the Hollis
Elementary School, one of 300
schools nationwide honored for
excellence this year, where
Bennett taught his 107th class
since he became education
secretary three years ago.
Bennett asked a secondgrader what subjects he had
recently read about. Dragons,
said the boy.
Wht'.n asked by Bennett
where dragons came from, the
boy replied, "Massachusetts."
Later, at a Boston news
conference, Bennett refused to
apologize for recent remarks
critical of two Boston-area

communities, Cambridge and
Brookline. Dukakis lives in
Brookline.
On a Sunday television talk
show this month, Bennett said
the Pledge of Allegiance - an
issue in the presidential
campaign - is an apprnpriate
classroom activity.
"I lived in . that BrooklineCambridge world for eight
years," Beru.ett said. "They
don't like thing.s like the
pledge. They have disdain for
the simple and basic
patriotism that most
Americans l-~"ilieve. They think
they're snuHter than
everybody else. "
As Bennett visited New

Hampshire, the Senate
unanimously confirmed the
nomination of his successor,
Lauro Cavazos, and just a few
hours later, Cavazos was
sworn in by Vice President
George Bush. Cavazos is the
first Hispanic Cabinet
member.
Cavazos, who is president of
Texas Tech University, has
been described as apolitical
alld non-ideological but
committed to a strong federal
r~le in education - a direct
contrast to the partisan and
strongly conservative Bennett.
Cavazos, during his confirmation hearing before the
Senate Labor and Human

mission on the Bicentennial
of the United States Con·
stitution in Washington.
"James Madison is

ra=Y:c=~:.~:

probably played the most
significant role in the
wording and the ideas that
went into the Constitution,"
A\issaid.

Resources Committee, said
Bennett and his predecessor,
Terrel Bell, helped bring
~ucation to the "torefront of
the national debate."
"Secretary Bell issued the !
warning. Secretary Bennett
took up the challenge and
offered solUtions, and I am
here to ensure that education
reform proceeds and that
educational excellence once
again returns to America," ,
Cavazos said.
Bt'nnett, the target of
widespread praise and fierce
critiCISm for unorthodox approaches tl) educati"naI
problems, planned to hit the
lecture circuit earning about A
$15,000 per speech and to write
a book about his years as
education secretary.
The 45-year-old Bennett also
plans to establish a think-tank
m Washington with Allan
Bloom, a University of
Chicagi§jessor who wrote
the hi 'f acclaimed book,
"The C osmg of the American
Mind."
Bennett, who switched to the
Republican Party two years
&go, had served as chairman
of the National Endowment for
the Humanities about four
years before being sworn in as
secretary of education Feb. 7.
1985.
Outspoken, Bennett used his
position as top educator to call
the nation's attention to
troublesome educational
problems such as students' low
academic achievements, lack
of diSCipline, values and
morals.

I

Bennett never apologized for
his adversarial approach 9.nd
proudly pointed to hi~ suc-

cesses.

SEHD II MESSAGE HOME

TQDAY
Wednesday, September 21, 1988,

2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
STUDENT CENTER BALLROOM D
Representatives from your community college want to hear your comments on
how well you were prepared to make the transition to slue. You can help
your community college counselor, Instructors, and future slue students
by discussing your expectations, needs, problems, and successes. Please
drop b)' for ten or fifteen minutes to tell It like It Is.

Participating community colleges:
Belleville Area
Belleville Area-Red Bud
Black Hawk-Quad Cltle.
Danville
DuPage
Elgin
Florllsant VCilley
Frontier

Highland
illinois Central
1II1noil Valley
Jefferson
Kankakee
Kaskaskia
lokeCounty
Lak. Lond

Lewis & Clark
Lincoln
Lincoln Land
Lincoln Trail
John A. Logan
McHenry County
Meramac
Morrison Inlt. of Technology

Your Friends Are Welcome
Page.18, Daily Egyptian, St>o~ 21, 1!18f1 '

Robert Morris
Oakton
Olive-Harvey
Olney
Poducah
Parkland
Prolrle State
Rend Lake

Richland
Carl Sandburg
Sauk Valley
Shawnee
~rlngfleld

Sautheastem illinois
South Suburban (Thorton)
State
Wabash Valley
John Wood

~
~

Comics
Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
F()JNVIT(
'P/CJ:,UPfJI?Y
CJ,t;AN/~ Ar.. "
NO. NO, THAT'S

NOT/f. ..

SHOE

IT'S 1\ ROUGH LIFE

by Jeff kNeJly

The Daily Egyptian no longer will publish cartoons produced by Jed
Prest - Sunglasses and Backwash. The Tuesday Sunglasses cartoon was
similar to a p,reviously published Bloom County cartoon, which appeared
in the book 'Babylon." The Daily Egyptian apologizes to its readers.

,

by Berke Breathed
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Mars to make closest orbit to Eartt. in 17 years
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Sky
watchers eagerly awaited

Mars. which like other planets does not
~es~t wv~~
~.irs to~ generate, but merely reflects light, will be
century - the closest passing
of ~he mysterious "Red visible to the naked eye and look like a bright,
Planet" to Earth until 2003.
red-orange star rising in the southeast about
Earth and Mars will be in
closest proximity at 10 p.m. the same time as the Sun sets in the west.

th:l

Wednesday, said Bart Benjamin, director of the Cernan
Earth and Space Center of
Triton College in suburban
Chicago.
"Mars will be so bright,
some people might mistake it
for an a1I'plane before they
realize it's not moving. It's not
something you have to strain
your eyes to see," Benjamin
said. "It's just blazingly
bright. After the moon, it's the
brightest object in the night
sky right now."

Earth and Mars will come
within about 36.5 million miles
of each other, making this the
closest visit in 17 years. The
two planets, which due to
Mars' eccentric orbit can be as
far as 62 million miles apart,
will not be so close again until
2003 and the view is not expected to be equalled until
2025.

Benjamin considers the 1988
encounter to be the best Mars-

viewing opportunity this
century, at least for people in
the Northern Hemisphere,
because the crimson planet
will be so high above the
horizon.
"In the past it's been this
close, but has been further
south. That's good for people
viewing it near the equator,
but up here, that means it is
lower in sky. When it's lower in
the sky !t's more affected by

heat rising from the earth and
other atmospheric effects."
Just being farther north
makes it in clearer air and
easier to observe," Benjamin
said in a telephone intervIew.
Mars, which like other
planets does not generate, but
merely reflects light, ""HI be
visible to the naked eye and
look lilee a bright, red-orange
star rising in the southeast
about the same time as the Sun
sets in the west, the U.S. Naval
Observatory said.
Night owls can look for Mars
just below the constellations
Andromeda and Pisces about
midnight, while early risers
can catch the planet setting in
the west.
The brilliant planet affords
city dwellers a crack at
astronomy. Benjamin said,

•

-,.

Briefs

-

SURPLUS COMMODITIES
will be distributed to Carbondale residents from 9: 30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. today at the
Eurma Hayes Center, 441 E.
WillowSt.
WOMEN'S BROWN Bag
luncheon will be held from
noon to 1 p.m. today and every
Wednesday in Technical
Careers Building Room 14. For
details, call 453-3655.
COMPUTING AFFAIRS
workshops: "Using Print
Service Access Facility on the
;)d20 Page Printer," at 1 today
in Communications 9A. "Introduction to DCF" workshop
at lO today in Communications
9A. To register, call 453-4361,
ext. 269, or key in WORKSHOP
fromCMS.
FLOOR HOCKEY from 6:15
to 7 tonight in the Rec Center
West Gym for able-bodied and
disabled players. For details,
call 536-5531.
PUNT, PASS, and Kick
Competition at 4 today at the
Grand Avenue Playing Fields.
Register at the Rec Center
Information Desk or at the
field. For details, call 536-5531.

VETERANS CLUB will
meet at 8 tonight in Student
Center Ballroom A. For
details, call54!HlO37.
LEARNING RESOURCES
Workshop: "LRS Campus
Support, Lawson Hall, A-V
EQuipment, Rell8ir Service"
will be held from 9 to 9:50 a.m
today in the LRS Conference
Room, Morris Library
basement. For details, call ~532258.

FRIENDS AGAINST Sexual
Harassment will meet at 7
tonight in the Women's House,

~:re~r~~~~:;s a~:~nvf~
to attend.

SALUKI MASTERS Swim
Club organizational meeting
will be at 6 a.m. Thursday at
the Rec Center Pool. Anyone,
ages 19 to 90, who likes to swim
is invited to join. For details,
contact Bill McMinn, 536-5531.
BECOMING CATHOLIC: A
I< aith Journey begins Thursday at the Newman Center,
715 S. "'ashington. For details,
call 529-3311.

NEPALESE STUDENTS'
Association elected officers for
1988-1989 on Sept. 18.
President, Dharma Raj
Shakya; vice president, Amsu
Rajbhandari; secretary-treasurer Rabindra Kiran;
member, Bikram Rana;
member, Rajiv Rimal.
MOBILIZATION
OF
Volunteer Efforts will have a
meeting at 8 tonight in Student
Center Activity Room D, 3rd
floor. For details, call 453-5714.

DEAL OF TttE WEEK

.

9/21 - 9127

~~;S- ,. 'THE' '-~:; PARASOUND DR-40
-L"STEREO' -, Digital
AM/FM Receiver
Only

40 watts/CHANNel
00

279.
Ea.tgat. Shopping C.nter Carbondal.

Wednesday
Special

ROTOR
AND
Wing
Association of America will
meet at 7 tonight in the Student
Center Activity Room B For
details, call 457-5847 .

On..
12" Two Ingredient
Pizza
for 6.95
Plus 2 FREE 16 oz. Cokes
delivered free

COlLEGE REPUBLICANS
will meet at 7 tonight in the
Student Center Missouri
Rooru. For details, caJJ 4572694.
EXPERIENCED FENCERS needed to join the sm
Fencing ClUb. Meeting at 7
tonight in Rec Center Room
158.
PLANT AND Soil Science
Club will meet at 5 tonight in
the Agriculture Building Room
2D9.

BADMINTOl\: DOUBLES
registration due by 10 tonig}\t
at the Rec Center Information
Desk. For details, call 536-5531.

ARE YOIJ

BADMINTON MIXED
Doubles registration due by 10
p.m. Oct. 5. Register at the
Rec Center Information Desk.
For details, call 536-5531.
F ACUL TY -STAFF WALLEYBALL: Register by Oct. 5
for round robin tournament.
For details, call 536-5531.
WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB
will meet at 6:30 p.m. Sunday

in Rec Center Room 158. Officer elections will be held.
EGYPTIAN DIVERS Scuba
Club will meet at 6:30 tonight
tor executive meeting and 7 for
general meeting in tht: Student
Center Troy and Corinth
rooms.

-_ 11__
-~
RETHINKING
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MEETS
PiiUll..lfyour

Slue St~d~nt
Health Pr'l.Jgrtltl.

A~OU1

"You can view it from the
middle of (New York's
Central Park, if you dared go
there at night, and still not
have the viewing affected by
the city lights."
Amateurs and professional "
astronomers will be taking
advantages of the close encounter to make observations
of Mars' atmospbere, climate
and surface features.
The Naval Observatory said
one factor that could reduce
the thrill for telescope gazers
are the red dust storms that
frequently swirl across Mars'
surface, obliterating its
features.
Because Mars will be at its
closest to Sun as well as Earthl
astronomers will have a gooo
chance to study the effect of
the Sun on Mars' climate.
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FUNDS,

from Page 24The Du Quoin native signed
with the New York Giants in
1956. He coached at West
Frankfort, East-Alton River
and Granite City high schools.
"He has a goOd feeling about
it, a stong commibnent to the
area," Ball said of Williams.

ROUT,
from Page 2 4 Tuesdaf from Greg Louganis
in spnngboard diving his
third Olympic gold an~ 50th
international title.
.11 was going into today with
my confidence shaken," said
Louganis, who goes fClr a
platform gold next week. "I
had a lot of apprehension
because I shouldn't be doubting my own confidence. And I
was. I was scared."

Sports Briefs
Floor hockey revises plans

Away tailgate dates named

Intramural floor bockey has been revised to a single
elimination tournament and will be played OIl the basketball
courts behind the Law School tennis courts. The tournament was
scheduled to be played at Pulliam Hall gymnasium, but the
gymnasium is under construction aDd is not accessible.
Intramural softball playoffs will begin Sept. rI. For more
information about intramural sports, contact Sarah Simonson at

The SIU Alumni &''1Sociation and the Saluki Booster Club will
be sponsoring pre-game tailgate parties at the foD~ away
games: Sept. 24 at Illinw State; Oct. 8 at Eastern Ulinol.'lj and
Oct. 29 at Kentucky.
The Booster Club tent will be lucated outside the stadium. Food
and beverages will be available at4:30 p.m. Cost is $5.

536-553l.

Fencing club to meet today

Aerobic sign-up scheduled
Faculty and staff who wish to ~ticipate in the morning
session of "Exercise is Heart Work' should sign up at 6:30 a.m.,
Sept. 26 at the Student Recreation Center.
those wis~ to attend the afternoon session should sign up at
5 p.m., Sept. 26 m Room lrl, Lingle Hall.
The program will begin on Oct. 3. Cost is $25 per month, which
includt:S initial anc! follow-up physical assessments.
For more information, contact Phil Buckenmeyer at 536-2431,
ext. 53.

The SIU-C fencing club will bold a meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in
Room 158 of the Student Recreation Center.

Boosters to hear Rhoades
The Saluki Booster Club meets at noon Thursday at the
Ramada Inn in Carbondale. The guest speaker will be SIU-C
head football coach Rick Rhoades.

FRESHMAN, from Page 2 4 - "I'm someone who is always
excited, and the
want me
~l~~. r,art and
.eve in my

tr::

Gabbert said during the
third quarter of Saturday's
game, sophomore Ron
Lipinski "nailed" a Murray
State player and he wanted to
congratulate him.
"I yelled, 'Way to go, Ron!'
and he was shocked. Later he
said he couldn't believe that I
did that on the field," Gabbert
said.
Despite the fact that Gibson
is only a sopbomore, Gabbert
SIlid he does not feel that he is
walking in the shadow of his
teammate.
"I'm not worried about it,
because the way they run the
show bere I think one day
they'll play us hand-in-hand,"
he said.
The freshman said among
his strengths are knowledge of
the game and what is required
of him. For weaknesses,
Gab~rt said he needs to inl:rease h,\s size and speed.
Riley said one of Gabbert's
strengths is his leadership
qualities. "He excels at the
intangibles. He has good poise
and leadership, things you
ean'tcoach.
"He is quick to understand
and quick to learn. He doesn't
make the same mistake over
and over. He puts coaches'
comments to use."
Riley said Gabbert needs to
increase his power off the ball.
"He has to develop acceleration and quickness. He is
a frail-looking player, but he's
stronger than he looks."
A big problem Gabbert said
he must overcome is letting his
mind wander at the beginning
of the week.
"During the off-week we
had, I had a hard time getting
into things," he said. "Coacb
thought I was down too much,
and my mind was on other
things for some reason.
"I can always say I'm a
freshman, but I don't like to
use that."
The Parkway West High
School graduate said he came
here after two seasons of
playing in a system which
stressed the running game.
"The coach I had (at
Parkway) was old fasioned. I
respected him, but everything
:ai~. run, run, run," Gabbert
Gabbert said the handing off
he did in high school hel~
him adapt to the wishbone
ratherqwck:ly.
"I throw more in this offt:nse
than what I did in high school,"
he said. "The wishbone is just
great. Iloveit."
Of the help he has received
since arriving at SIU-C,
Gabbert said Gibson has been

"It's hard to~'
Ie out one,
but I ask him an . I don't
know and I wa
him during
the games and learn," Gabbert said.
Head coach Rick Rhoades
said Gabbert could eventually
be the No. 1 quarterback, but
probably not this season.
"Scott has a very bright
future bere and figures big in
our plans," Rhoades said.
"Things are always subject to
change, but this year is Fred's
to lose."
Riley said Gibson has a firm
bold on the top quarterback
spot. "There will not be a
quarterback controversy at
SIU-C," he said. "U we can get
15 to 20 quality snaps per game
from Scott and have Fred alert
in the fourth quarter, then that
is super."

"It is almost a pupil-tutor
relationshie between Fred and
Scott," Riley said. "Fred
really helps Scott and 8.."'Ott

G~ls~:ms~~id

Gabbert's
ability to adapt quickly bat;
helped out a lot. "He is a super
quick learner," he said. "Scott
is young and I have been here
longer, so I try to set a good
example. We help each other,
because I'm still learning too.

SIU Fencing Club
Wanted Experienced
Fencers
Meeting in Room 158
(Assembly Room East)
in the Student Recreation Center.
~fJ
~"'-rtl~SePt.21, 1988

Gabbert said the goals he
has set for himself are
generally academic.

'-G

"Football is important
because I stiIllike playmg," he
said. "U it were not important
to me, I wouldn't be on the
team becl>.use I wouldn't be
helping. I'm iii. a good situation
now and I really enjoy it."
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Freshman.
Biology

"Yes. Because
a lot of people
get too invulved in
partying and
drugs to do
well in school.
It becomes too
important to
have fun."

MICHAEL
ROSS

JOHN
SOUCEK

Sophomore.
PreMed

Sophomore.
Aviation Flight

"Yesandno.
It'stheAme
as it is everywhere. It has
to be something
that's stopped
all over."

"1 don't

think so."

Part of Your SlUC Student Health Program

Senior.
Physiology

"1 think yes.

Sophomore
Business

"It can be, if
You don't have to
you walk down the
hue drugs & alcohol street and see
to have Atisfaction. the destructive
You can be who you things. As for
are without that.
drugs, I think
There's nothing I
any drugs are
can't do that I have a problem."
to have drugs &
alcohol for."

Lisa Judiscak coping with back injury
By Robert iSaxter
StaffWnter

In t:.er p.ntire career as B.
cross country runner, Lisa
Judi~t'.ak

had avoided injury.
But misfortune finally
caught up \l\<ith the person

~=~~o. t10 ~:~:en!:

suffered a back injury this
summer while training on the
beaches near Corpus Christi,
Texas.
"I had been running on the
beach, doing as much as 69

miles a week," she said, "And

I was bending over at the

house one day and it really
hurt."
Judiscak said her mother
thought it might be her a~

~~a::.s~~3: ::oc~

diagncsoo will probably keep

hE'r tram running for the rest of
t.nis cross country season.
"We bid to come back a
week eazly (before classes
startold) and start practicing,"
she said, "I had the athletics
at SW iook at my
lower bact. where the pain
was coming from, and they
found some pulIf!d and torn

doctors

pelvic muscles."

Judiscak, who once ran the

school's fourth-fastest time,

found herself enduring the
slow ~ but necessary,
rebabilitation-process.
The trainers and medical
staff have put Judiscak oa a
special exercise program
which is helping her to get
back to performance level.

"Originally we thought I
might 6e ready for the start of
the season, but as it got closer
we started looking at it on a
day-to-day basis," Judiscak
said.
Even with the sometimes
severe pain, Judiscak c0ntinues the water therapy
pro(:ram that includes a 45minute swim each day.
"I want to start running
again so I can regain the
aggressive edge running gives
me," Judiscak said.
Recently, Judiscak was
allowed to participate in light

highest scores, including six

of the lOs, to move into

"I am jogging a mile one day

~~ve:~:ts ~~~es~~ I

then I add another half mile

~:nNt1:=

would not allow me to tr-dVel or
work out with the team," she
said. "It was hard eoougb for
me to watch tlae first meet
from the sidelines. I dOD't

Qua

before."
There was, in fa.-:t, little
differenct ill the scores

awarded tll€ YOULger men
and their better-known

teammates.

Lisa Judlscak .tretches before practice at McAndr_ Stadium.
She ...ldeIlned with. back Injury.

know bow I would handle not
being able to go to the meets."

"My goal was to quaIify this
year {or the NCAA natiooaJs."

J:~::t ~tai~

EVf'L so, Judiscak f.,els this
may De bel- best option (being
red--ohirb.n), because if she
runs in a.r..y meets at all this
fall, silt: could not come back
and (.1)JII.pete nex~ year.
"I dOD't want to sound selfish
or anything, but I wanted to go
oot l.bis last year in st~le, and
in my present caldition that
just woa't happen," she said.

zza

positive outlook. She said the
support of her parents, who
live in Corpus Christi, bas been
invaluable.
"It felt great to have them
there because they've always
helped out a lot and been very
supportive when I've needed
them."
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the all-around fLlals,
however, they will have no
chance at a~ those medals.
Arkaev said both be and
the team could have done
even better. "I recogr.h:.e
that,m~somemis~es

were made."

WELLNESS
CENTER
GROUPS &
WORKSHOPS

Call for detan. locally lU9-8178
or collect to Nancy· at (8IB) 983-5980
r------ --------COUPON·--------------·

une. .• Maslc

=~~!ti:?~~
to three representatives in

Avon where you Uve.

684-5598

~\~~~~ Hight

Kharikov accounted for
the seventh 10 and finished
fourth behind Ills eompatriots among individual
scorers. G<lgoladze was tied
for sixth and Nouvikov llth

Earn '6-'10 per hour.

Only 6 rrinutes from Carbondale, beI1i1d the Cwrthouse

~~~~~n.

I

position to sweep the individual all·around finals
Thursday night.
Coach Leonid Arkaev
insisted tht' three less·
experienced
members,
Sergei Kharikov, Vladimir
Nouvikov and Vladimir
Nouvikov, deserved at least
equal credit for the Soviet
tour de force.
"I think the young guys at
Seoul are Very much in the I
tradiEon ot" Soviet e't·
cellence, " Arkaev said.
"Some of these young guys

runs.

toe next," she said. "But it's
like not working out because 1
don't even breathe heavy."
Both Judiscak and her
coach, Don DeNoon, are
hopeful she can return to the
team for the Salulti Invitational on Oct 1. But at this
point it a~ there just is
not enough time for her to get
healthy.
"We have discusseci my
being red-shirted for the
remainder 01. the season and
coming back next fall,"
Judiscak said, ''But we won't
make a decisioa until some
time next week.
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Sports
SIU Foundation fills athletics fund-raiser position
By MeganHauc:fl
staff Writer

Wayne R. Williams, a former Saluki football and
baseball stan<iC41t, is the new
dir .. ~tor
of athletics
deVelopment for the SIU
FOl1.lciation, president ReI
Ball said.
Williams will be officially
named to the position today at
an 11 a.m. pre!I! conference at
the IllinOiS Room of· the
Student Center.

Williams, the 53-year-()ld
assistant athletics director at
the University of Illinois since
1981, will work entirely for the

that (Athletics Director) Jim
Hart and I talked about," Ball
said. "The major emphasis
will be athletics. He may help

~o!7ati'! U:ncFa~:::: !ron~

have contributed to the salary
lineforthejob.
Ball said Williams' priority
will be to raise money for
athletics, but also tr be involved in securing major gifts
for the University.
"The position bas been
redefmed to fit the priorities

r::=Ya:=. br:l:

amajeorticsco.~bnent will be to

thl
Williams' position at Illinois
was to oversee fund-raising
operations in S1. Louis and
Southern Illinois.
"The
major specification was his
fundraising experience with
athletics," he said. "I don't

want someone I have to train.
~e ~ hit the ground run-

rung.

In a press release by the

opportunities like this don't
come every day. "
Williams cited the appointment of Hart as AD

~?J\i:.!:~itaeledW~tS~;!; pr;~~i~~~fD%'s
leaving Illinois because of the
scandal tr.at forced the
resignation of Neale Stoner as
athletics director.
"Current problems there
have nothing to do with it,"
Williams said in the release. "I
do feel a little bit bad leaving
when they need me most, but

Most
Valuable Athlete in 1955,
haviJ.g been baseball MVP in
1954 and football captain in
1955.
Williams has degrees in
physical and health education,
both from SIU-C.
See FUNDS, Page 22

Freshman QB enthusiastic with role
By D8YIcI Gailianetli
Staff Writer

Should Saluki quarterback
Fred Gibson ever go down to
an injury, fans need not worry.
The No.2 spot is in good bands.
Freshman Scott Gabbert has
fum bold of the No. 2 slot,

~ rusu:~~:::

victory over Murray State on
Saturday. Gabbert and the
second offensive unit scored
the third touchJown for the
Salukis and pushed the ball to
the 14-yard line before letting
the field goal crew take over.
"Scott was a better athlete
when be came here than what
had been indicated to me,"
Fred Riley, offensive coordinator, said. ''The previOUS
staff said be was slow of foot,
tbe classic thrower and oot
very mobile."
Riley said nearly tbe 0pposite is tbe case. "He has
good mobility and can move
the football, which he showed
Saturday," Riley said.
Gabbert said he didn't expect to be in the second slot
position.
"In a way it seems unusual
for a quarterback that had not
run the wishbone or option to
come in at No.2," he said. "I
knew Fred was good and 1
knew (tbe team) didn't have
any outstanding NO.2. 1
believed in my ability."
A bi@ !'Ilrl of Gabbert's play
is :.is enthusiasm, ht'said.
"I see a fre.hman that bad
an idea of what he wanted
when he came in," he said.
See FRESHMAN, Page 22

OuarterlMck Scott Gabbert dlY.. Into a pack of defendenl Saturday during the Salukls' 28-21 YIctory over Murray State.

Soviet gymnasts dominate
on way to 4 gold medals
SEOUL, South Korea
(UPI) - The Soviet women
entered Wednesday night
almost certain of their ninth
Olympic team gyu.nastics
championship. The '4uestioa
was whether tbe women
would triuml'G in the same
stunning manner as their
male compatriots 24 hours
earlier.
The men soared <WeI" and
around the Sf~stics
apparatus w:i~ daring and
creativi~P..ey had never
previous displayed in the
If of the team
optional
competition Tuesday. Yet,
they did not abandon their
usual technical precision
and consistency.
As a result, they rolled up
9.9 after 9.9 scores, lIS well
as a staggering seven
perfect marks, to win their
fourth Olympic team gold
by nearly five points over
Eas~ Germany.

Japan upset 1984 Olympic
and 1987 world silver
medalist China, which
committed a number of
uncbaracterstic blunders,
for the bronze. Bulgaria was
fifth and HIJIlgarf sixth,
followed by Romarua, Italy,
Canada and France.
The United States,
rebounding from a lastplace performance in
compulsories, used optiODals to move to 11th
among 12 teams, ahead of
West Germany.
The Soviets' fmal twaround score was 593.350 of a
possible 600 points. Their
optional routines were
marked at 297 .650.
Veterans Vladimir Artemov, Valeri Lukin and
reigning two-time w")rld
champion
Dmitri
Bilozertchev earned the
See SOVIETS, Page 23
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USA basketball team routs Brazil
to avenge loss at Pan· Am Games
SEOUL, South Korea (UPI)
J.R. FpJd scorerl 14 of his
. ts in the first
W~ helping the
United States avenge last
summer's Pan Am Games
defeat with an Olympic 102-87
rout of Brazil.
The Americans, who felll2O115 to Brazil in last summer's

-

team-higb 16
half

game of trading baskets.
Vemell "Bimbo" Coles had a
band in both steals. One led to

his tbree-point play, and the
second enaed in a Jeff Grayer
freetbrow.

tt..
u:~~crir:~
novers. Oscar Schmidt scored

The plays pushed the United
States to a 4HO lead. More
impcrtant, the spurt seemed to
dellate Braril, which had just
removed point ~ Maury
Souza after his third persooal
foul with six minutes left in the

31 points for Brazil, but
receIved little help after the
fll'St 15 mmutes.
Danny Manning scored 12, 10
in the second half, Dan
Majerle scored 12 and David
Robinson 11 for the United
States, 3-() in Pool B. Brazil, 21, made only five 3-j.'Ointers in
21 tries, including one of 13 in
the second half.
Back-ta-back steals in
Brazil's backcourt fueled the
United States late in the first
half and enabled the
Americans 00 break open a

The U.s. team stayed at
least six points in front the
remainder of the half. Reid
scored for a 61-49 lead with two
minutes to go, but Brazil 3nswered with eight straight and
bad tbe ball for the la$t shot.
Stacey Augmon foiled
Brazil's plan. He punched the
ball from Souza near the top of
the foul circle, grabbed
possession and sprinted for a
dunk to close tbe half and give
the Americans a 63-55 lead.
Manning, who bad only two

half.

points in the first half, had six
of the U.S. team's fll'St 10 to
start the second. The
Americans outscored Brazil
21-7 in the fll'St sp.ven minutes

~= a~~ ::d'B~n;n

~thatrun.

AntOOny Nesty of ~urinam

woo the gold medal in the
men's 100-meter butterfly.
Matt Biondi of the United
States won the silver medal
and Andrew Jameson of
Britain took the bronze. West
Germany's Michael "The
Albatross" Gross did not
place.
The Soviets led the medal
race with six golds and 11
medals. China had seven
medals, just one was gold.
Bulgaria with six medals,
three gold, and the United
States with five, two gold, were
second and third, respectively.
The second U.S. gold came
See ROUT, Page 22
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2 - THIN CRUST :2-0RIGINAL CRUSTI
CHEESE PIZZAS CHEESE PIZZAS

$999

$9 99

Get 2 medium hand stretched thin
crust cheese pizzas for only $9.991
Additional toppings for $1.28 each
covers both pizzas.
Please notify of cou;>cn use when ordering. Net
vahd wllh any other discounl or coupon offer. Limit

,..

Get 2 medium thin crust cheese
pizzas for only $9.991 Additional
toppings for $1.28 each covers
both pizzas.
,

"'~~&'.a.f..L's

V\Kl~i

one coupon per order Offer good at participating
locations only - LJmlted delivery areas and hours.

PleaserlOtifyofcoupon use when ordering N01

~~id::po~Y;~;d::=o'::';ro~.::,:n:n~~:;;

una

V

PiZZa ,.'

Offer expires November 27,1988
CLU 876

kXatigns onty. Limited delivery areas and hours.

,..
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,
.,

GOdfather's
Pizza,,,

V.

OHer expires November 27, 1988
CLU 866
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.2 - THIN CRUST :2-0RIGINAL CRUST:
CHEESE PIZZAS
CHEESE PIZZAS

$9 99

$999

Get 2 medium hand stretched thin
crust cheese pizzas for only $9.99!
Additional toppings for $1.28 each
covers both pizzas.
Please notify of coupon use when ordering. Not

~~~dc:~~oannY;~h::d:I~C~:o~oc:~np~~~~;p~:I~;
locallons only.

L.m,(ed

delivery areas and hours

Offer expires November 27,1988

L ________

~~~~

Get 2 medium thin crust cheese
pizzas for only $9.99! Additional
toppings for $1.28 each covers
both pizzas.
_~

G<=d&'. b~ ,
0 lat ers
Pizza

V
_______

r

Pleas •. ,olily ot coupon use when ordenng. Not

valid With any other discount or coupon offer: Umit
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Offer expires November 27,1988
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GODFATHER'S PIZZA
LOCATIONS:
CAPE GIRARDEAU
2109 William
334-0165

POPLAR BLUFF
704 Valley Plaza
686-1420

PADUCAH

7
GX0 d~18lbers
'
PI'zza

90. Joe Clifton Dr.
443-9848

CARBON DALE
1040 E. Walnut
529-3881

SIKESTON

1051 E. Malone Ave.
472-0665
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: LARGE PIZZA
:FOR THE PRICEI
OF A MEDIUM

SPECIALTY
PIZZA SALE

$999

Any meduim original specialty pizza ...
Combo, Taco, Bacon Cheeseburger,
Humble Pie, Hot Stuff & Vegetarian
for $9.99.

Choose from original thick crust,
thin crust or stuffed pie pizza
with your choice of toppings.

Please notify of coupon use when order.ng, Not

valid with any othe,r scount, or coupon oHer. Umtt
one coupon per order. Offer good at parli<>pating
locations only. Umlted delivery areas and houlS.

vaJoe with any other discount or coupon offer, Umtt

=t:;:;:.r~:~ ~~~":e:! ~~<>:a'~~
Offer expires November 27. 1988
CLU 865
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GOdfathirs
Pizza

Please notity of coupon use when ordenng. Not
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Offer expires November 27.1988
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; LARG E PIZZA :
:FOR THE PRICE:
OF A MEDIUM

SPECIALTY
PIZZA SALE

$999

Choose from original thick crust,
thin crust or stuffed pie pizza
with your choice of toppings.

Any meduim original specialty pizza .•.
Combo, Taco, Bacon Cheeseburger,
Humble Pie, Hot Stuff & Vegetarian
for $9.99.

~!~~S;i:;,":~/~t~::~~~t:~::~n~3~rN~rmt
one coupon per order. Offer gooo at parti<>paling
Ioca~ons only limited delivery areas and hoUIS.
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